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President Names
New SJS Execs
By BOB KENNEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
As a result of the recent reorganization of SJS administration,
Dr. William J. Dusel has been appointed executive vice president,
President Robert Clark announced

today.
At the same time the president
announced that Glenn E. Guttormsen will become Director of Business and Financial Affairs at SJS
Vice president at SJS since 1957,
Dr. Dusel has been appointed to
the new position since the new
administrative structure establishes two vice presidencies. As
executive vice president, Dr. Dusel
will be responsible for student
problems, institutional research
and the building program.
Dr. Dusel, a magna cum laude
graduate of Stanford University,
where he also earned his M.S. and
Ph.D. degrees, first came to SJS
In 1947 as a member of the English
faculty to teach writing and supervise student teachers.

Prior to his being appointed vice
president in 1957, he served one
year as administrative assistant to
President John Wahlquist.
For his professional work he
was elected to serve two terms as
state president of the California
Council of Teachers of English, an
organization of English teachers on
all academic levels.
Besides having many articles
published in professional journals,
Dr. Dusel has also been a frequent speaker at national English

WILLIAM DUSEL
... receives promotion

By BRUCE ANDERSON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Work study funds at SJS face a
possible 95.7 per cent cut if Gov.
Ronald Reagan’s proposed budget
Is approved by the Ways and
Means Committee of the California
Assembly.
Governor Reagan has budgeted
$1,600 In matching funds for SJS’

Dr. John Gilbaugh, professor of
education and former Dean of the
College, has won support in his
battle to regain his administrative
postition at SJS.
A recently formed San Jose organization, The Committee for

Academic Responsibility, is giving
financial support to Dr. Gilbaugh
so that he may take his case to
Superior Court.
Dr. Gilbaugh was reassigned to
a teaching position in June of 1965
by President Robert Dr. Clark.
Since his reassignment Dr. Gilbaugh has appealed his case to
the Board of Trustees and lost.
He will now carry it to Superior
Court.
"I could not afford to take it
MTW, MWTh, MTWF
to court without the support of
the committee since the costs of
MTTh, TThF, MIThF, litigation are extremely high," Dr.
Gilbaugh remarked.
Thus far the CAR has raised
TEST HOURS
more than $800 for the case and
Is currently conducting a fund
:00. 315 p.m. raising campaign.
3:30- 5:45 p.m.

Finals Schedule
CLASS TIME

TEST DATE

GROUP

All English A & IA
Foreign Language Departmenfals
7.30
7:30
8:30
8:30
9.30
9:30
10:30
10:30
11:30
11:30

m
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
am
a.m.
a.m.
cm.
a.m..
a.m.

12:30
12:30
1:30
1:30
2:30
2:30
3:30
3:30
4:30
4:30
5:30

.
p.m.
p.m..
p.m. . .
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7:00
7:00
700
7:00

p.m..
p.m.
p.m.
p.m. .

I
11
1
. II .

Thursday, June 1
Thursday, June I

Monday, June 5
Monday. June 5
Tuesday, June 6
Tuesday, Jun 6
Wednesday, June 7
Wednesday, June 7
Thursday, June 8
Thursday, June 8
Friday, June 2
Friday, June 2

II
1
II
II
... I
II
1
II
1
II
I
II
/
II
All .

Monday, June 5
Monday, June 5
Friday, June 2 .
Friday, June 2
Wednesday, June 7
Wednesday, June 7
Tuesday, June 6
Tuesday, June 6
Friday, Jane 2
Thursday, June I
Lad class meeting
before June I .

Than.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.

.. Thursday, June I
Monday, June 5
Tuesday, June 6
. . . Wednesday, June 7

*If desired, the

7:30. 9.45
10:00- 12:15
10:00.12:15
7:30- 9:45
7.30 - 9.45
0:00. 12:15
10:00-12:15
7:30 9:45
1000-1215
7:30- 9:45

am
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
an,.
p.m.
a.m.1
p.m.
a.m.

3-30 . 5.45 p.m.
1.00 . 3:15 p.m.
1:00 - 3:15 p.m.
3:30 - 5,45 p.m.
3:30-5.45 p.m.
1:00. 3.15 p.m.
100. 3:15 p.m.
330- 5.45 p.m.
7:00 - 915 p.m:
3:30- 5:45.p.m.
5:30-6:45 p.m.
7.00 - 9’ IS
7:009:i5
7:00 9:15
7:00 . 9.15

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

time of this examination may be changed to

4:30 - 6:45 p.m.

Examinations for daily and four-day classes may, at the option
of the instructor, extend over the two examination periods which
they control.
No examinations are permitted on the morning of Thursday, June I.
Special and makeup examinations should be scheduled for the
afternoon of Thursday, June 8.
Classes extending into more than one clan period should be
examined as of the beginning of the first of these periods.

GLENN GUTTORMSEN
... new business director

Work Study Program
May Face 97% Slash

Gilbaugh Wins Support
To Regain Dean’s Post

Group II classes meet TTh, T, Th, TWTh,
MTWTh, TWThF.

John Bruckman’s political "Longest Day" has come to a bitter but expected end.
In a decision handed down Monday afternoon, college president Robert D. Clark
upheld the ASB Judiciary’s decision to disqualify Bruckman as president-elect.
Bruckman was not available for comment.
President Clark’s decision closes the issue as far as college officials are concerned.
Bruckman, however, has said repeatedly that he would take his appeal to the civil
courts, if he was unable to obtain satisfaction through campus channels.
In his official announcement

* *Explain
*
Justices
Basis of Verdict

substance to warrant a reversal
of the ASB Judiciary judgments.
I therefore deny the appeal and
affirm the ASB Judiciary decision.’"
The statement followed a unanimous recommendation from the
faculty Ad Hoc Appeals Agency
Shortly after the college’s final decision on the appeal of John
to refuse Bruckman’s appeal.
Bruckman, former ASB President-elect, the ASB Judiciary issued the

ADMINISTERS BUSINESS

Group I classes meet Daily, MWF, M, W, F,
MWThF, MW, MF, WF,

By DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Dr. Clark said, "I find the ease
of the appeal of insufficient

conferences and on television panels on the teaching of writing.
Guttormsen’s appointment also
becomes effective immediately.
President Clark made the appointment Friday.
The new position was established
under the administrative re-organization of the college.

Guttonnsen will administer the
SJS business affairs and will take
supervision of the accounting office, staff personnel, buildings and
grounds, purchasing, the San Jose
State College Foundation and student affairs business management.
Business manager at SJS since
1962, Guttormsen graduated from
San Jose State in 1948 "with distinction." He served from 19481962 as assistant business manager under E. S. Thompson.
A native of Campbell, Guttormsen is a member of the National
Office Manager’s Association, the
Western Association of College
and University Business Officers
and the National Association of
College and University Business
ADMINISTRATIVE -ASI(IBITANT Orrice-FIT

Political Battle Over
For Bruckman Appeal

Profs Back Plan
To Raise Faculty
rromotions
Promotions Ratio
A gathering of 150 faculty membets passed a joint resolution proposed by Drs. John Galm and
James Clark to increase promotions and rescind the present 60-40
ratio governing promotions at a
meeting Monday in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
The meeting was called by President Robert D. Clark in response
to a petition submitted last week
by 100 faculty members urging a
meeting be held to declare promotion policy.
The resolution said that "college
promotion committees recommend
for promotion all those worthy of
promotion on the assumption that
moneys to fund them can and
should be made available."
It further urged that the present 60-40 limits on associate and
full professorships he rescinded
and that promotion needs for next
year be projected so that they
might be included in 1968-69
budget estimates.
Opposition to the measure was
weak and a suggestion that the
resolution be put up for a full
faculty vote was ignored by the
faculty body.

work study program. Last year
$27,000 was allocated by the Assembly.
Work study budget cuts are also
coming from the federal government. Until Aug. 31, 1967 the federal government will continue
matching state funds on a nine to
one ratio.
The ratio of federal funds to
state funds will drop to three to
one after Aug. 31, however.
The cut from the federal government is written into the original act that created the jobs.
CUT IN STATE FUNDS
Last week the sub-committee on
higher education of the Assembly
Ways and Means Committee approved $208,716 for work study
funds.
SJS will receive approximately
$22,000 of these funds if they are
approved by the Assembly. This
will amount to a $5,000 cut in
state funds.
With this cut SJS would have a
total of $88,000 available for work
study next year, approximately
one-third of this year’s funds.
If these funds are approved by
the committee and Assembly, the
work study program at SJS may
be saved, according to James Noah,
assistant to the president.
"Without these funds, however,
virtually all on campus work study
Jobs will be eliminated due to a
lack of funds," Noah commented.
"Off campus work study jobs
will not be affected much, since the
more than 50 off campus agencies
have planned in advance for the
federal cuts and the state cuts do
not affect their programs," Noah
stated.
GOVERNOR’S BUDGET
Under the Governors proposed
budget SJS will have a total of
$6.400 available in work study
funds as compared with $270,000
this past year.
Currently more than 1,850 students are employed by the work
study program, according to James
Noah.
"The possible cut in funds will
affect both the college and hundreds of students," Noah stated.
Since the work study program
started at SJS in 1965, more than
$2.3 million in financial aid has
been available to SJS students
through the program.
In onillpr to obtain a work study
job stucTents must prove their financial need. If they receive the
job, they are paid $1.50-2.50 per
hour, depending on the nature of
the job. They may work up to 15
hours a week on a work study job.
"Possibly the Governor should
have considered his statement that
college students should work their
way through school before he
planned his budget." Noah Joked.
"I personally know of many students who would have had to quit
school if they had not had a work
study job," Noah added.

PREFERENTIAL BALLOT
"The agency believes that the
evidence in support of the Judiciary’s conclusion that distribution
of preferential ballots was made
with the knowledge and participation of the candidate (Bruckman)
The Appeals
was substantial.
Agency sees nothing arbitrary or
improper in the imposition of liability for the violation," the decision reads.
Monday’s announcement was the
final act in a political drama unequaled in campus history.
It climaxed over a month of
legal wrangling, numerous appeal
hearing and charges of "administrative involvement" in student
affairs.
TWO VIOLATIONS
Bruckman was originally found
guilty by the ASB Judiciary on
two violations of the election code,
both involving the on-campus distribution of a preferential candidates list during April’s elections.
In a precedent setting decision,
the student court, threw out the
presidential election, disqualifying
Bruckman as the winner.
This set off a series of appeal
hearings, that concluded before a
faculty committee apointed by
President Clark.
Dr. Clark’s decision to reject
Bruckman’s appeal will necessitate another presidential election.
It is presumed that a new election
will not be held until next Fall.

following statement:
"As the last of the election cases appears to have been removed
from the docket, the Judiciary wishes to address the following remarks
to the Student Council and, through them, to the entire student body’.
"Because of the many apparent violations of the Election Code
that occurred during the spring semester election, the Judiciary seriously considered invalidating the entire results.
"However, because of the failure of witnesses to appear and the
failure of the Election Committee officials to produce this evidence
to the complete satisfaction of the entire Judiciary, it was decided to
permit all of the results, with the exception of the presidency, to
stand.
STRONG CONDEMNATION
"It is our desire to issue a strong condemnation of certain individuals of the student body who have attempted to establish a code
of behavior in complete opposition to the philosophy of the ASB, and
one that is apparently only justified by their selfish desire to win.
"Even though the Election Code was discussed, debated; and eventually approved by the Student Council, these same individuals seemingly chose to ignore it. No effort was made to justify their actions
other than Alley wanted-to see their candidates Win,
"If there is a desire on the part of the ASB Student Council to
avoid a reoccurence of this type of chaos, then the Election Code
should be re-examined and eventually strengthened.
"While it is true that laws do not guarantee a law-abiding society,
they do serve to protect those students who are willing to abide by
them. For those who are not willing to accept these regulations, removal from participation in ASB affairs should be a minimum penalty.
"In conclusion, the ASB Judiciary wishes to state that the responsibility for the many and flagrant violations that occurred during the
recent ASB elections rests with the student body, itself. It’s failure
to report these violations constitute tacit acceptance of these in-

fractions.
MUST ACCEPT OBLIGATIONS
"Until we, as a student body, are willing to accept the obligations
of self-government little change can be anticipated in the years ahead.
"All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is simply that good
men remain silent and do nothing."
The statement was signed by Chief Justice Steve Thomas and
Associate Justices William Spring, Mary Gilbert, Jerry Nordeman, and
Jerry Newman.
The Judiciary, which met for the last time this semester last
Monday, was to have heard the case of Bill Nicolosi, assistant band
director, who is also charged with Election Code violation concerning
the handing out of a preferential ballot, Nicolosi, however, failed to
appear.

BRUCKMAN’S ELIGIBILITY
It is up to the ASB Election
Board to decide Bruckman’s eligibility to run in a new election.
Dr. Stanley Benz, dean of students, told the Student Council,
"It is necessary for the Student
Council to call a special election.
The Election Board has the responsibility for determining the
The Art Department faculty
eligibility of candidates for any doubled in size during Warren
campus office."
Faus’ first seven years with the
Interm ASB President Vic Lee
was "Glad President Clark upheld
the student’s right to decide rules
and regulations governinft students...
"It is my hope that elections
can be held as soon as possible,"
Lee added.

Art Department Head
Resigns as Chairman

President To Hold
Senior Reception
The traditional President’s Reception for graduating seniors will
be held, next Friday, June 9, from
2 to 4 p.m. in the college cafeteria.
All seniors receiving their baccalaureate or master’s degrees during
summer 1966, fall 1966, or spring
1967 are invited to attend the informal reception. The seniors also
are invited to bring their parents,
husband or wife or close friends.
Among the college executives
present in the receiving line will
be President and Mrs. Robert D.
Clark and Vice President William
J. Ousel. A representative from
each of the faculties of the six
schools will also be there.

WARREN FAUS
... quits position

department, and then doubled
again while he was chairman.
Faus has resigned his chairmanship "to devote more time to research and spend more time with
the students."
lie will participate in a sabbatical leave for the upcoming academie year. His plan of study is

intensive research of major American museum collections of Oriental art, with emphasis on the
Brundage collection at the M. H.
DeYoung Museum in San Francisco, and selected museum collections of Asian art which are
widely used as study centers by
university scholars and students.
Faus attended the Minneapolis
Institute of Art, Montana State
University where he received his
BA. and St an ford University
where he earned his MA. degree.
A member of the Art Department faculty since 1946, Faus has
served as SJS Art Gallery Director
from 1959-1960.
In evaluating the Art Department.. Faus declared, "I think the
department has a firmly established reputation as one of the
best in the nation."

Top Prices paid
for used books
;
at

Cal Book
sew%
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By JIM BREV ER
As a last gesture. I thought it would be
appropriate to exteuel special recognition
to several campus figures IA lio haw liven

Ifin

Editor
lass

Jerry Townsend

Advertising Manager

Jack Groban

clogging tip the politieal roulette wheel
all Year. I. nforttinatel. ..... of these indi%iduals will not return next year: e%en

Editorial

Emancipate Education
Unless moue constructise changes
out of the controversy over facul-

Mlle

ty participation in student elections, a
good (opportunity will have been wasted. It should be obvious at this point
that the present system of financing
college programs with ASH money
places instructors and department
heads with instructional programs in
a peculiar. and inescapable ten
position.
This college simply cannot expect
such outstanding educators as Band
Director Roger Muzzy. who has built
up the marching band to Big Ten calibre.. and Robert Bronzan, nationally
respected athletic director, to continue
producing top-quality organizations,
or even to be willing to try. when the
financing for those organizations is
subject each spring to the whims. fancies and prejudices of incoming and
inexperienced student government representatives.
The Spartan Daily, also a part of the
college curriculum, faces an identical
problem. This is one reason why we has e
consistently opposed direct funding of
the Ilennpaper by student politicians.

No college program should be subjected to the manipulation of politically
oriented student leaders. Education
should never become a political consideration. Under the SJS setup. it is.
The Daily proposes that early in the
fall semester all interested parties
student government representatives.
the college administration, instructors
or department heads with instructional
programs dependent upon student financing. and students involved in those
programs--meet to develop an alternative to the present system.
The Daily further recommends that
President Clark constitute a committee, including representation from all
concerned groups and organizations,
to meet beginning early in the fall semester and work out a proposal to
remedy the presently intolerable situation.
We call upon the students, faculty,
and administration of this college to
bring about changes which have been
sorely needed and are long overdue.
If SJS is to become a university, let it
first emerge from the pettiness of political squabbling to the maturity of reJ.T.
sponsible change.

Guest Editorial

Athletic Feeling Beats Acid
By DON 1LD F SINN
Professor of Recreation
All of the joys allegedly experienced
"It was like being in another world.
by the "acid -head" can be matched by
All my cares disappeared. It was a
a real recreative experience, free from
thrill to be alive. Looking down on
the adverse effects on individual and
the world. I felt satisfaction, selfsociety. Quite likely what many of
respect. and humility. The view was
the pathetic drug-takers suffer most of
magnificent."
all from is "leisure-illiteracy" . . .
"A myriad of vivid hues shimmered
lacking skill, experience, and habits in
before me, silence broken only by
wholesome leisure expression. They
mysterious sounds from the deep.
turn their backs on life, prematurely
Weird creatures, matching eyeballs,
embalming themselves with chemicals,
were curious. But, I was alone with
seeking relief.
my thoughts. The world was blotted
out and my troubles melted."
But, life doesn’t come in bottles
and pills; only through purposeful
n agreeable. puff. an understandcreative behavior can one add true anti
ing glance, saying more than words
lasting meaning to life. To the "acid. . . companionship in the wilderness.
head" I say ... "stop the pitiful bleatweight on my back. but lightness of
ing and moaning about the distressing
foot. All is right and good. If time
problems of your life and start living."
could stand still and the trail conThere are paintings to be painted, fish
tinue...."
to be caught, books to be read, streams
"My hand felt the desperate but
to be canoed, music to be written, trails
soft. poling touch of another. clutching
to be explored, games to be played,
fearfully at first, then with conficities to be rebuilt, bodies to be menddence. Tear-filled eyes spoke gratitude,
ed, spirits to be up -lifted . . . lives to
contrasted with determination. .A few
be lived.
steps ... that was all ... but progress.
A lad se alked and I was partly the
The philosopher Seneca said the
real tragedy was not death . . . but
cause. Warm pride was my message to
never having lived. The hippie may
myself. Others need not know."
say. but what’s so good about life?
Expressions of acid heads coming
Well, if you are bent on self-destrucfrom or going on trips: seeking release
from torment, escape from reality?
tion. why not kill yourself with service
Could be! Instead, these are real exto humanity? Sacrifice yourself like
periences 44 an amateur climber on
Schweitzer or Dooley. Find a good
cause and give. Perhaps even you may
Mt. Washington. a skilled scuba (liver
in Bermuda. a dedicated Sierra biker,
find a meaning to life.
a volunteer aiding a handicapped
But, lest we feel smug, perhaps
these drug-oriented "leisure cripples"
boy.
can serve to remind us of society’s
What’s the point? Just this. Society
failure to educate for effective use of
La exposed to a steady diet of drivel
leisure ... failure to glorify life’s real
from drug-users trying to rationalize
values and develop the talent to seek
drug use to achieve "inner-satisfaccreative outlets with lasting worth.
tions." self-realization, communality
Professor Sebastian de Grazia says,
with worlds of reality anti the unreal.
that in an age of leisure, millions are
This seems sad, unrealistic anti unspent on tranquilizers but there is
necessary. For, with an appreciation
little tranquility. For many. leisure
and respect for the potentialities of
may be "without purpose and gratibody and mind, there are things to do,
tude" ... but it need not be that way,
places to go, worlds to explore, real

trips to be taken.

not even for the acid-head.

"Correction ... make that Gamel Abdel

Nasser ..."

Juxtaprose
By JERRY TOWV4AD
The editorship of the Daily is a funny
job.
Funny, if you can step back from the
hectic 40-50 hour per week pace hnig
enough to observe. the slapstick humor
of it all.
Where else could you get a call at
9 p.m. from the adviser to the San Jose
High newspaper with the scoop of the
century: San Jose High had won its first
soccer game in its 104-year history (or
something like that)?
What other person on campus receives
as much criticism, praise, or even threats?
Whom can you name who gets three
units for those 40 hours per week? On
the other hand, who gets as much satistaking on a tough job and
faction fr
struggling through it?
Where else! could you find people who con
some unsuspecting soul into believing
basketball coach Dan Glines races
canaries? He doesn’t.)

And what group other than the Spartan daily staff could plan and carry off
a Superman Smash? Sorry about the window. folks. Sonic boom, you know.
Ve here else could you find three lefthanded editors for most of the semester?
Along with the classic i and most sincere)
righi-winger of all time?
That’s right, the Daily staff is the most
unhomogenous group of fanatics you ever
saw. There are times when l’d like to
have strangled some of them. Their necks
have been saved, however, because most
of the time that goofy group of 40 persons has more. on the ball than anybody
on campus.
Three to four hours a day, five (Lays a
week, plus countless hours at shop tax their
dedication and energies to the utmost.
Through it all, these people have stuck
with the ship. They’ve kept her afloat
through sonic’ pretty choppy water. They’ve
given me more satisfaction than I can
ever express.
And I lov e every one of thenm.

For What It’s Worth
By JIM RAUH
People carrying signs and shouting cries
of protest--they aren’t dressed nice, but
then what difference does that make?
code
People bickering over elect’
violations . . . campaigns for office, another poor voter turnout and kiddie government begins all over again
People stuffing themselves on cafeteria
food ... it’s not very good, but it’s filling.
They eat their meals and disappear from
ghm
People hidden on the fourth level of
the library stacks . . . studying. thinking.
They don’t go to parties or drink beer-People dressed in T-shirts with funny
Greek letters printed on them . . . girls
with short hair, a shoulder purse and a
put-on smile. They are brothers and sisters ... so what else is new? -People playing football, running track
and swimming for the team. They’re varsity people
People studying the behaviors of rabbits
and rats into the wee hours of the night
. . . mixing chemicals, writing formulas
People sitting behind typewriters, talking with...other people. writing the story
while trying to express an opinion that is
not agreed with, but still they write
So you complain, you disagree, you think
for yourself amid act as you please. You
don’t go along with everybody else. You’re
a non-conformist in your ovIci right
Don’t try to force yourself on others.
You’re not God. You’re not always right,
so don’t kid yourself-Don’t look down on other people when
you’re no better than they are. Everybody
is different and all art. el
g it because
they enjoy it-You’ll get an ulcer and die early if you
let that big gripe really get to you. Relax.
Compose yourself and don’t be so emotional. If you: must argue. do it rationally

Be nice to your mother and don’t kick
dogs. Have a nice summer and love thy
neighbor as thyself. Live life for what
it’s worth.
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more distressing, others, unfortunately.
will.
JOHN BRUCKMAN
LOSER OF THE a EAR: Ile ran for
president of a student system, advocatof that system front
ing the preservae
the wrath of CNP. However, upon being
ejected by an agency of that same system
as penalty for violating major rules tinder
this system, he rejected the system. going
over its head to the administration. asking
it to overrule the student system and reas its head.
instate I
By the way, to my knowledge this was
the first time in student government history that the Bull threw the Politician.
BILL CLARK
ACTOR OF THE YEAR: This political
dramatist receives distinguished recognition for his recent role in "Clark vs. the
Election Board."
VIC LEE
POLITICIAN OF THE YEAR: The
"little fellow" with conipletely clean hands
who became the first person in SJS history It) ascend to the AS13 presideney without promising. anything.
JERRY SPOLTER
SHARPSHOOTER OF THE YEAR:
The recently resigned ASB president who
spent the entire year shooting from the
lip without first cocking his brain.
JOHN HENDRICKS
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR: Last year’s
student body president who find, student
politics so interesting, he stav imel around
an extra year after graduating so he could
keep playing.
In fairness to Mr. Hendricks, I must
admit that after veloing his own recall
last year and coming back this year calling for a "fair deal." he took a close second for the loser award. Congratulations.
John. See you next year, I suppose.
EARL II A NSEN
DOCTOR OF THE YEAR: He was the
presidential candidate whose campaign
slogan, "student government is sick," corrielly diagnosed 95 pemr cent of the problem. Unfortunately, his vote tally cc m
up 95 per cent short of the total.
BOB KELLY
CLOWN OF THE YEAR: This outspoken gentleman spent most of his time
finding mit which way the crowd was
going so he could j
p in front and wave
Isis banner.
Realizing that there art. many active
students who deserve final comment, let
me say that next year,
sure other sarcastic writers will take over the typewriters in a courageous altentpt to give
ulcers :and ultimate draft deferments)
to our colorful sandbox politicians.
The problem us ith student government
from a reporter’s point of view is its constant preoccupation with itself. This year.
however, it made all at
to reach tile
student interests.
Under the leadership of Jerry Spolter,
students were given a winter carnival, an
experimental college, a 33 per cent activity fee increase, and more statewitle publicity than most of us realize.
Not enough can be said for Spolter’s
constant devotion to his job. For once,
anyway, a vote for Jerry and for good government necessitated only one vote for
president instead of tutu.
But to me, the most outstanding leader
this year was Phil Whitten. the idealistie
graduate representative who resigned in
disgust after council refused to condemn
HUAC.
In his one official year in student government, Whitten wrote and introduced
the experimental college, the Community
Involvement Program, created more local
excitement than the real of Sunken Council
did altogether. got married and was awarded a full graduate scholarship to Harvard
... he a lso us orLs for a travel agency (the
legitinutie

Notable Quotes
Robert Morley, actor and playwright, in
Robert Morley: A Reluctant Autobiography,
written in collaboration with Sewell stokes
(Simon and Schuster):
Show me the man who has enjoyed his
schooldays and I will show you a bully and a
Sex is at present more in demand than ever,
despite the fact that there is an ever increasing supply .
Gambling is neither a vice nor a virtue. it
Is Just something that keeps some people
happy andgood..
- -
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Graduates To Receive Department Awards Flicks To Feature
Some 200 graduating seniors will
receive awards from their individ-

ual departments. The awards are
given to students outstanding In
grades, activities, and general
achievement. Selection is by the
faculty of each of the departments.
Special awards, fellowships, and
scholarships for post-graduate
work are usually not announced
until grades from this semester
have been tabulated.
Listed by departments, the
awards are:
CLASS OF JUNE 9, 1967
ART
Eva Allan
Dona Deckert
Darryl Isley
Virginia Lonnberg
Karen Shellhammer
Diane Tsuruda
Donna Tsuruda
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
Judith Davis
Melvyn Froese
David Kavanaugh
James Kelleher
Alan King
Noreen Kirsch
Sherill Molder
Ruben Sigala
Ann Warford
BUSINESS
Helen Anderson
James Bell
Louise Christopher
Daniel Darling
Sandra De Vries
Robert Gonzales
Ruby Guill
Lois Gurney
Mary Hall
Ellen Hatch
Paul Hunt
Gary Johnston
Michael Levy
Charles Luther
William Maxfield
Dennis Maxwell
Claudia Milligan
Hiroshi Miyako
Thomas Moellering
Donald Nichols
Patrick Nichols
Tarla Owens
Richard Phelps
Michael Rodsater
Dennis Slattery
Pamela Slorp
Richard Snell
John Steinecke
Richard Teefy
Homer Thomson

Henry Wallace
Eddie Yates
Linda Young
CHEMISTRY
Gerald Faerber
Russell Frost
Donald Ulry
DRAMA
David Brandt
Charlotte Free

HISTORY
Charles Biederman
Cletus Daniel
Barbara Tucker
HOME ECONOMICS
Easter Hayes
Cheryl Loschenkohl
Judith Modahl
Barbara Van Derveer
Carolyn Wake

ECONOMICS
Thomas Bjornson
William Britton
Richard Gardner
Joyce Hennessey
Howard Hill
George Lutz
Felicidad Oberholzer
James Salo
ENGINEERING
Richard Dias
Raymond Falmoe
John Fehely
Phillip Ferguson
Paul Henneuse
Michael Jacobson
Dale Pilgeram
David Salisbury
William Thompson
Byron Tomlinson
Dennis Yeager
Richard Young

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Bruce Albertson
Russell Davis
Rosalind Fletcher
Glen Kattenhorn
Terry King
JOURNALISM
Lavelle Jackson
Paul Savoie
Patricia Sharp
MATH
Kenneth Gross
METEOROLOGY
Donald Ahrens
Judy Roy
MUSIC
Mary Borer
Linda Pimentel
Robert Weil

ENGLISH
Barbara Bagby
Linda Bishop
Harriet Dine+
Beulah Fowlks
Anna Garner
Amornratana Jutimitta
Dallas Koland
Carroll Lucas
Robert Miller
Vernon Napier
Anne Nelsen
Mary Phillips
Bernell Williams
Diane Winslade
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Bfrieda Bender
Glafira Borja
Jacqueline Brunner
Jose Cerrudo
Janet Cowger
Thorval De Atley
Gloria De La Yale
Anne Engberg
Judith Rice
William Menet
Emanuel Oliveira
Helga Wilkins
HEALTH & HYGIENE
Mary Newman
Laurent Sanwogou

NURSING
Nancy Archibald
Ellen Greenwood
Myrtle Groesbeck
Claudia King
Cheryl Namimatsu
PHILOSOPHY
Steven Weller
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Aletha Landry
Barbara Melone
POLITICAL SCIENCE
James Basin
Edward Erler
Frederick Feilzer
Jeffrey Fuller
Mati Lohuaru
Robert Luchessi
Mary McCarthy
Kenneth Manuel
Lester Park
Stephen Pitcher
Kenneth Shackelford
PSYCHOLOGY
Norman Bray
Dorothy Brouse
Jeffrey Durbin
Stanley Gardner
Sharon Graham
Stuart Green
Alan Kazdin
William Threlfall

SCIENCE EDUCATION
Margaret Darmstadt
Sylvia Inouye
Janet Kroeppelin
Bernadette Mendoza
Kathryn Mori

Guns of Navarone
The last movie to be shown this
semester in the Friday Flicks Series will be the "Guns of Navacone." The film, sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega, will be shown in
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 6:30
and 9:30 p.m. Admission is 35
cents.
The movie, a war picture, stars
Gregory Peck, Stanley Baker.
David Niven, Irene Papas, Anthony
Quinn, Gia Scala and James Darren. The plot is an absorbing story
of a small group of allied commandos who volunteer to knock
out a German artillery nest deep
within the island cliffs of Navarone in the Agean Sea channel.

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Marilyn Alexander
Constance Arthur
Marilyn Barnekov
Bruce Browne
Velma Du Fault
James Estes
Mary Hanson
Tanya Harris
Edith Henderson
Lorraine Heng
Jacqueline Joseph
Judy Kaita
Gordon Lovett
Nancy Mansell
Freddie Markaway
Kiyomi Masatani
Diane Mastin
Sydney Melbourne
Helen Nelson
Robert Nichols
Ann Ramer
Betty Roberts
Marilyn Schick
Donna Steel
Stephan Thomas
Jean Venneman
Marylou Von Rots
Bonny Webb
Karen Witmer

Sparta Life Editorship
Applications Due

Applications for the post of edifor the fall 1967 issue of Sparta
Life, campus feature magazine, are
being accepted by the Department
of Journalism and Advertising.
Letters of application should be
submitted to Joe B. Swan, associate professor of journalism and
editorial adviser for the magazine.

tor
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Book Talk
The Faculty Book Talk scheduled for today has been canceled,
according to Dr. Vest Sharma,
chairman of the Faculty Book
Talk Committee.
The discussion on Norm an
Brown’s "Love’s Body" reviewed
by Dr. Gary Albright, assistant
professor of philosophy, was scheduled for today’s Book Talk.

SIX WEEK
SUMMER
MODELING
COURSE
Call Now No Obligation
Free Personal Consultation. Betty Jeane Finishing
School and Modeling Studio.
436 Los Gatos-Almaden Rd.
345-6003
or
371-3261

Call Anytime
7 Days a Week

MAKE MONEY
THIS SUMMER
Sell unique fast-selling Kalahari Grill, imported from
Africa. Only grill that uses.
charcoal, wood or NEWSPAPER

ALONE

as

camping, terrace, fireplace,
all outdoor cooling, Buy 1
sample

for

$10

postpaid.

Take orders for $14.50 retail, pay us only $10 for each
re-order. We drop ship to
your customers.

HUNTING WORLD,

Inc.
247 E. 50 St. New York
N.Y. 10022
(212) Plaza 53400

Sparfaguide
TODAY
Alpha Lambda Delta, 7:30 p.m.,
Hl. Initiation of new members will
be held. Parents of new members
are invited to this meeting and
all actives are urged to attend.
Newman Center, 6:30 p.m., Newman Center. A prayer for peace
will be said.

SOCIOLOGY
Mark Bullock
Charleen Fahrion
Suzanne Koehn
Pamela Mangsefh
Gale Peck
Larry Rickards
Kathleen Rodeen
Mark Schroeder
Katherine Spaulding

404
1.4*
se

SOCIAL SERVICE
Stephen Cook
Naomi Hildebrandt
Karen O’Brien

43

Add beauty to your
shoes. Take them to-

ECONOMY
SHOE REPAIR
294-9929
Santa Clara

Professional Pharmacists

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

Phone‘Mike Cleary/Now’
and sound off!
Whatever’s bugging you, get it off your chest
and on the air. Call and tell it to Mike Cleary
on this brand new radio happening.

Saturdays 12-5 pm/Sundays 1-6 pm
Phone: 478-3131 San Francisco
834-2926 East Bay
KCBSradio 14 has something to say

Why is Cal book the place
to sell your books
...mi:Fgamom’sge.61w
Cal has two locations to serve

school library. Both stores of-

you. One is centrally located

fer fast, efficient book buying

near sororities, fraternities and

service at competitive prices.

the dormitories. The other . . .

. . . the one you choose is up

just across the street from the

to you.

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando

fuel.

Folds flat. Perfect for beach,

457 e. san carlos

1

Top 15 Named

Guaranteed
$500 Per Month
plus commissions, is what the Grolier
Society, Inc. swill offer thos who
summer ’oh in th educewant
tionI field. Earn up to $ / .500 Pl.s
summer student contest prizes of:
new car, and secon d,
first,
$1,000 scholarship bond Interi.iws
Friday, Jun 7, 3 p rO., Centennial
Hell, Room 160.
Grolier Society. Inc.
1537 Bayshore Highway
Burlingrne, Clif. 94010,

Tommie, Holman Highlight Year’s Athletes
When an athlete holds 1(5 world
records at any one time, he would
rate nomination as the best in the
world. Tommie Smith is easily
the best athlete at San Jose State.
While none quite compared to
I he -World’s Fastest Human in
\I lion,’ all the others have ac- mplished Jutstanding feats and
difficult to rank.

Following Smith are Danny HotI man, second; Lee Evans and Chris
1Papanicolaou, tied for third; Henry
C’arnacho, fourth; Bob Talmadge,
and Ken Shackelford, tied for
fifth; Steve Cox. sixth; Byron
I Lowry, seventh; Yuji Moriya,
eighth; Steve Hoberg. ninth; Steve
(EDITOR’S NOTE: The Spartan Duly
staff has attempted to rec.
ognIte the 15 top athletic performances this year at SJS. In
doing this we trid to decid which
athlete achieved the most in his
sport, disregarding th possible unequal acclaim given to some sports.)

sports
41101,.."

Schlink, tenth; John Bessa, 11th;
Ross Randall, 12th; Greg Shephard. 13th; Mike Scrivner, 14th
and Dennis Deichler.
Smith added five world records
this season to his list, which is
quickly growing to ridiculous
lengths. On Feb. 18 he ran the
440 dash on an indoor 220 yard
track in 46.2 and was part of the
Spartan mile relay team which
smashed the indoor record for a
160 yard track in Oakland March
4.
During the outdoor season he
has set three marks. The first
came as part of the 880 relay team

COME IN, WE’VE MISSED YOU!
1.35
2.10

Small Steak Dinner
N.Y. Steak Dinner

Wednesday, May 31, 111167
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Steak Sandwich
Jumbo Burger

1.25
.95

PAUL’S CYCLES

DINNER TRIMMINGS: Baked potato, choice of soup or
salad, and desired beverage.

1435 Alossoda
Phon 2134764

Rediscover Cycling Joy

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE

SALES
RENTALS
SERVICE

545 S. 2nd Street
Phone 293-4023

Final, Special Performance
by Henry’s Basket burger

’ in Fresno May 13 when he anchored in 19.5.
Two weeks ago Smith broke the
existing world marks in the 440
yard and 400 meter distances in
his much publicized race with
teammate Lee Evans.

earned national acclaim. Evans,
who now holds three world records, took part in the world record
setting mile relay team and has
been a consistent performer in the
relays and 440 for the Spurts all
season.
Evans also took part in the mile
HOLMAN STARS
relay effort that same evening
didn’t
come
up
While Holman
which established an American
for world recognition he was men- mark. The list of meet records
tioned on the national level.
he has set is numerous.
The smallish transfer from MonPapanicolaou came from Greece
as an exchange student, and after
suffering through the AAU-NCAA squabble in the indoor season had a fine outdoor campaign.
He broke the Greek national
pole vaulter record three times,
finally settling for 17-1 at the San
Jose Records Meet. That vault
made him the tenth man in
tory to clear 17 feet.

SOCCER ALL-AMERICAN
Camacho earned All-American
honors on an outstanding SJS
soccer team this season. The junior Camacho was the Spartan’s
most potent offensive weapon as
they compiled a 9-1 league record,
losing only to the eventual NCAA
champs, USF.
In his first year of collegiate
soccer Camacho paced the WCISC
in scoring with 18 points from his
TOMMIE SMITH
... top athlete right wing position.
Shackelford and Talmadge comterey Peninsula College was orig- prised the remainder of the world
inally scheduled for No. 2 duty record setting 880 relay team and
this season behind veteran Bill American record setting mile team
Casey.
to earn their tied for fifth.
But an Injury to Casey moved
RECORD PASS CATCHER
Holman up and he took it from
there.
Steve Cox rewrote a number of
After leading the Spartans to school pass catching records in
their win over the University of his third year with the Spartan
California, Holman was named gridders.
Back of the Week by both Sports
Cox established the most passes
Illustrated and the Associated caught per game with 10 against
Press.
Stanford and seasonal highs for
At that point Holman addition- most received, 54, and yards. 652.
ally paced the nation in total ofLowry, running varsity cross
fense and passing before he country as a sophomore, earned
dropped to second the next week. first team All-American recogniHe was named Northern Cali- tion. The small runner placed
fornia Back of the Year by Bay 12th in the national competition,
Area Sportswriters to highlight a leading the Spartans to third.
fine season.
Moriya captured two national
Both Evans and Papanicolaou championships in leading the

Keyed-up
students unwind
at Sheraton...
and save money

"UNBELIEVABLY DELICIOUS"

Spartans to their sixth consecutive
NCAA title.
Morlya first won the NCAA
176-pound crown before winning
the grand championship.
Steve Iloberg gathers a ninth
place ranking after starring in two

DANNY HOLMAN
... most accurate
aquatic sports. He earned honorable mention All-American honors
in water polo after being one of
the top three scorers for the
Spartans.
In swimming Hoberg was the
most versatile on the SJS team,
swimming up to three events in a

LEE EVANS
... three

records

ifleet.
The butterfly specialist
captured four firsts in the Far
West Championships.
Schlink established the SJS alltime per game scoring record with
a 17.7 average. The slender forward was also named honorable
mention to the all-WCAC team.
John Bessa, the baseball team’s

Save with weekend discounts! Send for your
free Sheraton ID card today! It entitles you
to room discounts at nearly all Sheraton
Hotels and Motor Inns. Good on Thanksgiving and Christmas, holidays, weekends.
all year round ! Airline youth fare ID cards
also honored at Sheraton.
SEND FOR YOUR FREE ID CARD!

1

COLLEGE RELATIONS DIRECTOR
do Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
I Please rush me a free Sheraton Student ID Card (or a free Faculty Guest Card). I understand it entitles me to generous discounts all year long at most Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns.

MVP, led the club in six categories. He was the leading hitter
with a .349 mark and paced the
squad in hits, doubles, home runs,
runs scored and at bats.
WEST COAST CHAMP
Ross Randall won the West
Coast champioship. Finishing second, he led the Spartans to the
Western Intercollegiate (’hampionships and paced the golfers to
twelve straight triumphs.
Greg Shephard was the tennis
team’s No. 1 man all season and
was instrumental in their second
place finishing in the WCAC tourney.
He teamed with Gordy Miller
to capture the doubles crown in
that tournament.
Scrivner paced the freshman
football team in nearly every offensive category and has been
called the best frosh gridder in
the history of the school.
Deichler didn’t play a varsity
sport, but was outstanding on the
intramural level.
He participated in 11 events and
was the unanimous choice as the
Intramural Outstanding Athlete.

Finals Next
For Spartan
Tennis Duo
Two of the top tennis players
in the WCAC will represent SJS
in the National Intercollegiates to
be held June 12-16 in Carbondale,
Illinois.
Performing for SJS in the tournament will be Gordy Miller, the
singles titlist in this year’s WCAC
tournament, and Greg Shephard,
the Spartans No. 1 performer most
of the year.
Shephard and Miller led the
Spartans to a 9-5 record in dual
meets, and then combined to capture the doubles title in the WCAC
tournament.
Miller, a public relations major,
took up the slack for SJS in the
tournament, when No. 1 seeded
Shepnard was upset, and swept
through five matches for the individual title.
Miller, a senior who has also
earned a block in soccer, will be
competing for the last time as a
Spartan, while sophomore Shephard will still have two years of
varsity competition left after the
finals.
Both Spartans are from San
Francisco, and both were stars at
San Francisco City College.

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN-MADE CARS:
PORSCHE. MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

Name

Address
Student CI

\IiiiiiIPPI
Teacher 0

Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns

GARAGE EUROPA

850 LINCOLN AVENUE

295-1082

Henry’s would like to take this opportunity to thank all those students
who have patronized us this semester. If you’re going to be around this
summer, drop in and see us; otherwise, we’ll be seeing you again next
fall. We would also like to congratulate all June graduates.

Take a study break
I:lip this coupon
Buy one Basketlittrger at regular price of Me. Get
second
- uith thin ioupott for
Coupon g I today, tontorrio., and Friday.
May 31, June I. 2, 19n7.

1-1

HEAD
FOR
EN MY’S

25’

HENRY’S HAMBURGERS
515 S. 10th Street

Monday-Thursday

Free Parking

1 I a.m.-I I p.m.

286-0218

Friday and Saturday

San Jose

II a.m.-I a.m.

’,take it to the 9rooeie4t lionda dealer in town
9ull line oj ’6 7 modeb

BULTACO - BSA - HONDA
9eaturin9
Joie pricee
9/see denson4tration4 and
rid/n9 iLtstructiond

Canto Clara Monde
4902 Cteven-ts Creek
Can )(me
243-7146

Crawl In and fled set hew oesy It Is to Ode sot

+6.
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Three Marks Fall in May
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Tracksters Hope for Record -Breaking June
May proved to be a productive
month for the SJS track team-but they are hoping that June will
offer just a little more.
Hampered by spring long rains,
the Spartans made up for lost
time with three world records in
a short period of two weeks.
It started with the Fresno West
Coast Relays when the 880 relay
record fell to SJS in a time of
1:22.1. Then Tommie Smith collected two more of his own in his
last appearance before his SJS
fans.
Although the season is over for
most of the other athletic teams
at SJS, the track team still hits
four meets scheduled.

Jose and prepare for the final two
weeks of the season which will
take them to Sacramento for the
Pacific AAU champion.ships, and
in the season finale, they return
to Provo. Utah and the big NCAA
championships.
In Sacramento, Tommie will be

BIG WEEKEND
This Friday they travel to the
Compton Relays, and then venture
up to Los Angeles the following
day for an appearance in the Coliseum Relays.
Coach Bud Winter has been
watching the progress of senior
Ken Shackelford, who suffered an
Injury in last week’s California
Relays.
If Shack is in top shape, the
Spartans will once again go after
the mile relay world record, which
stands at :3:02.8, and is in the possession of a Trinidad National
team.
Bob Talmadge, only a sophomore, will lead off the speedy tandem, followed by Shackelford, Lee
Evans and Smith.
The Spartans will return to San

NEWLY FURNISHED, SPACIOUS APARTMENTS

When the Spartans competed in
the Beehive Invitational at BYU
$25437.50 a month per person
earlier this year. the "natives" said
2 & 3 bedrooms
that June weather in that section
of Utah is usually tremendous.
Total of 49 units
Bill Liutgdon, along with the
New carpets, stuffed couches and chairs
other outstanding distance runnets, will get a first hand look
Extra large kitchens, living rooms and bedrooms
it what will be facing runners in
HOPES FOR 225
Pool, sundecks, fireplaces and ample parking
Rick Arcide, who will pass up the Olympics next year in Mexico
the trip to Compton and Los An- City. The altitude at PrOVO is
Party Room with color TV
over
the
9,000
foot
level.
geles, will search for a javelin
throw of at least 225 feet. That
After the meet in Provo, most
is the mark necessary to qualify of the Spartans will return to
215 S. 12.11
4705. llth
for the nationals, and he was only their homes, but Tommie and Lee
three fret short of the mark in will probably start their summer
295 - 2242
the California Relays.
tours which will lead to points in
The Spartans will be minus the Europe.
services of Chris Papanicolaou who
will leave for his home in Greece
this weekend. The Greek vaulter
holds the SJS pole vault record
with a leap of 17-1, which he set
two weeks ago.
UCLA, USC and the University
of Oregon have been tabbed the
favorites in the NCAA championships. The Spartans, mainly beDelivery Menu
cause of the threat of Smith, will
also have a good chance of win51.95
..........
...............
BEEF PIZZA
ning the team title, especially with
1.95
the amount of great athletes
PLAIN PIZZA (Extra Cheese)
there.
1.85
MILD SAUSAGE PIZZA
Several BruM and Trojan com195
SALAMI PIZZA
petitors that won first places during the season. may be relegated
1.95
PEPPERONI PIZZA
to lower positions in the track
12 Inch pizzas only
spectacle.
Many records are expected to
.25
(clip)
Mushrooms
..............
fall on the fast Brigham Young
University all-weather track.
.99
Spaghetti (With garlic breed) ----

appearance for the Spartans thisl
season in the Sacramento clash,
as he is ineligible to compete in:
the NCAA championships.
A ruling by the colleges, prohibits a junior college transfer to
compete if he has not graduated
from the J.C.

Yes We Deliver!

KEN SHACKELFORD
... question mark

ctreet:o ConteP
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
With SJS having several athletes worthy of national recognition, the job of Sports Information Director calls for a great
deal of time in creating interest to national publicatons.
Filling the SID post at SJS is Nordy Jensen, and he is filling
the bill more than adequately.
Nordy is finishing his second year at Sparta and has already
spent many hours recruiting interest on such topics as Tommie
Smith and Danny Holman.
Last year when Tommie was a jiiiiroi; TAME ’gas ste28115,
corresponding wills Sports Illustrated and the national sports
magazine had scheduled to meet with Tommie for a story at
the NCAA championships in Indiana. Unfortunately, Smith sustained an injury in the nationals, and the story went up in
smoke.

’ASSUMED INJURY-PRONE’
"It was the second year in a row that Tom had been injured
and not be able to compete in the NCAA championships," Jensen
explained. "And the Sports Illustrated people assumed that he
was injury-prone."
When this season started Nordy started corresponding again
with Sports Illustrated, and it was finally agreed that a story
on "the world’s fastest human" would become a real thing.
Sport, probably the most popular of all sport magazines,
is now doing an exclusive story on Tommie, and it will appear
soon in the magazine.
This, too, all started with a letter from Nordy Jensen.
In the case of Holman, every football magazine that has
pre-season All -America selections is well informed of Danny.
Information from the SID lists all of Holman’s accomplishments
at SJS, his background, and anything else that may be pertinent
to the national recognition he deserves.
LEADING QUARTERBACK IN NATION
Holman established himself as one of the leading quarterbacks in the nation last year in the first few games and some
of the prominent magazines had ideas of running stories on him.
Sports Illustrated was such a casebut unfortunately decided to nut the story after the San Diego State game.
Working on a week to week basis, SI had to change its mind
after the Spartans were drubbed 25-0. Everyone loves a winner.
Holman did get some recognition for his efforts in his first
season as a Spartan, being named as Sports Illustrated’s "Player
of the Week" after his startling performance against Cal, in
which SJS won 24-0.
Tommie Smith will be gone in track next year, but Holman
is just one of those acclaimed to gain national recognition. and
one of the prime reasons is because of the steady work of
Nordy Jensen.

Determined Gridders Face
Rugged Foes During Fall
With a schedule comparable to to establish a running game to
last year’s 10 rugged games, the balance quarterback Danny Hol-1
1967 Spartan gridders will start mans passing.
action this fall determined to imHolman appears to be on the
prove on last year’s disappointing
verge of national recognition if the
3-7 season.
With such teams as California, Spartans can come up with a winStanford, BYU, Arizona State, and ning record. He led the nation last
Wyoming, coach Harry Anderson’s year in passing percentage and
gridders will have to display from his spring performances, he
marked improvement over last has become a more complete
year’s team to complete a success- quarterback with improvements in
ball handling and faking.
ful campaign.
Spring practice served as a trainSophomore Mike Scrivner lived
ing session to improve various up to most of his press-clippings
weaknesses that spoiled the 1966 with a fine frosh season and exseason. The two primary goals that cellent spring practice, and should
Anderson sought to achieve were be the Spartan’s No. 1 halfback
building a strong offensive line and I this fall.

DINNER-4 big, plump pieces of fried chicken: delicious serving of spaghetti and hot Karoo bread
... .................

convenient locati (((( four blocks front campus.

295-4805

10th & William

San Jose, California
Delivery Hours:
Sun. through Thum, 4 p.m. to midnight
Frt. and Sat. 4 p.m_ to 2 a.m.

295-3805
OPEN DAILY AT NOON
=es

Don’t let
just
anyone
bug you

8:30 & 11 a.m. Morning Worship
7 p.m. Evening Service
Cones,* Dept. (Spartan Tri-C)
9:45 a.m. Morning Seminar
5:45 p.m. Evening Foram
Meets et Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

A (4 u

1-lENR1-DEES’
Closed
Sunday

CO ) ())

For quiet, relaxing Polynesian atmosphere
with gourmet Cant
dining
COMPLETE LUNCHEONS FROM $1.25
Servit# 11:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. Tuesday through Friday
GOURMET DINNERS featuring Lobster Cantonese,
Mandarin Duck, Chicken Salad (sow-see-gei), etc.
Served S to 9:30 p.m. weekdays and S to 10 p.m. Fri. and Sat.
FOOD
Reservations: 292-6767
TO GO
SIX I
1285 THE ALAMEDA

’1717

We’ve got a pretty good line to try
out on you. We can show you Volkswagens in all sizes, shapes, and colors!
Karmann Ghias, buses, fastbacks, station wagons, trucks, convertibles, and
the familiar bugs. Choose the right
model, the perfect color, a n d
Per
the accessories you
Month
want.

Having trouble thinking of a gift to give for graduation? Here are some suggestions to help you.

PARKER

’4999

Billfolds and Jewelry

Cases
Jewelry by

You’ll like the price too! Prom just $1717.
$199 down, plus tax & license.

MURRAY

Pens

DELIVERY TODAY!

Lighters

Toiletries
Chanel, Dorothy Gray, Corday, Shulton, Revlon,
Faberge, Lanvin, Rubenstein, Jade East, Max
Factor, English Leather.

TENTH STREET
PHARMACY
Tenth & Santa Clara

P.O.E.

Spartan has the choice

FOR THE GRADUATE
re.’13-J

Cigarette

For contact lenses, eye examinations, or a fitting
for glasses, students will find they are always welcome at Dr. Stern’s office. Credit is available and
no appointment is necessary. Stop by soon to our

WE DELIVER

CRATEThe party pleanerpacked with 8
ready-to-eat pieces of golden -fried chicken ...
an outstanding value! ..........
$1.99

Watches

Optometrist

.20

right out of our 250’ mobile
Supper fresh
oven. Call for an economical "QUICKIE
CHICKTE" dinner tonight!

First Baptist Church
2.d & San Antonio
Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
Pastor
Barry Keiser,
Minister to Collegians

.40

Salad (Tossed green)
CokeSprite (12 oz.)

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

BUXTON

Dr. Lawrence H. Stern

67 South 1st St.

, making his first appearance since
setting the 220 yard and 200 meter
world records last year.
The Hughes Stadium track is
fast and this season it could be
the 100 yard and the 100 meter
mark that falls.
Evans will be making his final

NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

SPARTAN VOLKSWAGEN
SAN JOSE 2861800

1560 N. FIRST ST.
294-9131

AUTHORIZED
DEALER

NS’ednesda,. May 31. 196"

1 BEAU TIES 1 Home Movie Addict
’Lost’ Telegram Brings
Becomes Film Mogul
Mademoiselle Editorship

11....fabAISTAIS DAUM

Hear About Baha’i
FRIDAY
Baha’i Club Group Discussion at 8 p.m.
231 E. San Fernando 12
297-4372
294-3480
Free Refreshments

HAPPINESS IS A
HEALTHY VOLKSWAGEN
MICHAEL MOTORS
treats VW malfunctions
with skill and efficiency.
Mike’s personal diagnosis
and repair service will restore performance to your
tired VW.

MICHAEL MOTORS
17 S. 8th
295-1455

Rj GINA TRAEGER
It doesn’t pay to have a common name. Patricia Smith, one
of five on campus, found this
out when an important telegram
to her was delayed.
Pat, a senior commercial art
major, thought she had lost the
Madetnoiselle magazine Guest
Editorship, but the telegram finally arrived informing her she
had been chosen to spend one
month in New York with other
college girls editing the August
issue.
After Miss Smith’s application,
the magazine asked SJS for a
recommendation only to be informed that there were five girls
with that name. Fortunately Pat
had mentioned in her correspondence with Mademoiselle that she
Patricia
"officially"
was
Smith No. 2. That reference was
found in the files and SJS forwarded the correct name and information.
Miss Smith is the fifth SJS
girl in her sorority, Gamma Phi
Beta, to win the Mademoiselle
Guest Editorship. Jackie Zimmerman, a SJS graduate last
year, is the most recent winner.
SAMPLES
Putt managed to fit in the
mountains of work Mademoiselle
"encouraged" from its contestants during school vacation.
"I’d lock myself in my room under tons of paper and glue," said
the bright-eyed brunette. "I was
always running around late at
night."
Among the projects Pat sent
in to the judges was the complete lay-out for an invented

Be a wise owl...
take your midnight
break with us.

By PATSY NIILLER
Campus Life Editor
Some days it doesn’t pay to
get out of bed. Make it a Monday and it is two strikes against
you at the outset.
Jeff Zeman, senior business
management major and outgoing president of Sigma Nu found
the only way to fly the hard
way.
Monday evening, May 22, Zeman was captured in the fraternity chapter room by 15 of
Sigma Nu’s Little Sisters. He
was dressed in a white formal
over his burmuclut shorts and
sweat shirt), handcuffed, blindfolded and sped to the San
Francisco Airport.
Actually the whole fraternity

the
huttyPy
howe
610 Coleman Ave.
Open 24 hours.

Adj

i\JOUUkTYliTrIA

tk),..kAklii

PANIC
was
deadline
second
The
March 1 of this year, and Pat
admits she always was working
right up to the last minute.
"During school I thought I had
plenty of time. but then I’d have
panic streams. It was good because the work held my attention for 12 solid days during
semester break."
Miss Smith will be involved in
the actual production of the August College issue of the magazine as well as participating in
a whirl of parties, Broadway
shows, interviews and fashion
shows, plus a trip to Lima, Peru.
She will probably stay in New
York after the month is up and
work for the magazine.
ADDRESS CHANGE
Address changes since spring
registration should be reported
to the Registrar’s Office ADM102
in order for final grades to be
sent to correct addresses, according to clerk Mrs. Jane Irvine.

Business Student Finds Fraternity
The Only Way To FlyTo Medford?

UP LATE CRAMMING
FOR FINALS?

,eliv

advertising
sportsu ear shire
campaign, brochures, stationery,
and dress labels. She also wrote
and illustrated a children’s book,
sent slides of her art proiects
from school, proposed publicity
for a travel lodge et Lake Tahoe, using a theme of the four
seasons and a planned zoo campaign, naming and describing
imaginary zts) animals.
The more examples of her talent she sent in the better. The
first deadline for a portfolio was
in the fall, and her satisfactory
performance placed her on the
magazine’s College Board,

The Committee For
Academic Responsibility
In Education

was in on it, having contributed
to the Zeman prank fund.
After being treated to a gala
dinner of a hot dog and coke,
Jeff was led to the plane. He
still didn’t know where he was
going and what’s more, in his
formal and make-up he didn’t
really care. Needless to say he
got stares from the ground crew.
pilot, stewardess and passengers.
It was only after talking to the
stewardess that he found he was
bound for Medford, Oregon.
Anyway, he quickly removed his
formal attire and with no money
or identification wondered what
to do next.
When he arrived in Medford
Is town of about 24,400) he
headed for the ticket agent.
There he found he just missed
the plane (the same one he came
on), there would not be another
plane ttntil 5:45 am., that the
airport closed at midnight and
if he was caught loitering on
the Medford streets he would
be jailed.
But the ticket agent was a

CIGS

221 Almendra Avenue
Los Gatos, California
Dear Supporters For Academic Responsibility:
It is believed that certain of Dr. John W. Gilbaugh’s legal rights
were s iolated in the manner in which his reassignment from the Deanship of San Jose State College to a Professorship in the College of
Educat
was achieed. ’Consequently. a group of representative citizens believe that the best interests of responsible education may be
served by raising funds to assist Dr. Gilbaugh seek justice through the
courts. It is also belies ed that seeking remedy through the courts in
the Gilbaugh case would further the cause of academic responsibility
in public. taxsupported education. Mr. Quentin H. Smith, Attorney at
Law. therefore. has been retained to represent Dr. Gilbaugh by a nonpartisan partisan citizens group, which has as its primary goal academic
responsibility in education.
Inasmuch as litigation of this kind is expensive, support by financial contribue
must he undertaken on a comprehensive basis with
many persons participating. Contributions in any amount are needed
and will be appreriateil.
Make checks payable to Mr. Quentin H. Smith. Attorney at Law.
Indicate in an appropriate place on the check that it is for "The John
W. Giiisengh Case." Mail contributions to Mr. Quentin H. Smith, I.aw
Offices. 64 W. Santa Clara Street. San Jose. California 95113.
For bookkeeping purposes please complete the following and
send with your contribution.
Very truly yours.

M. 0. Moore. M. D. Chairman

Stephen Cook, senior social
services major, placed first in a
written examination taken by
1005 California college seniors.
The examination was given by
the State Merit System for Beginning Social Workers. It is a
regular state-wide civil service
exam given to graduating students interested in jobs with the
state.

Kleenex
10c
Sc
3 Hershey Bars
2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c
2 Rolls Paper Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap
24c
2 Bars Ivory Soap
Sc
5c
Cleanser
Ajax
29c
Crest large size
One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

XEROXfi COPIES
10c each
Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

RENT
(student revel

\,( (I

Paid

Moors, M. D. Chairman

411111.M\

addict ion.
-Three year ago I started out
as a bit actor in a neighbor’s
slapstick films," stated Haberlin. Since that time. Haberlin’s
Involvement has increased to
producing, directing and acting
in some 100 movies which comprise his library.
"I am a self-proclaimed plagiarist," confessed Haberlin,"

ON LOCATION
Haberlin’s hobby has taken
him and his troupe from the
glamorous sands of Pebble Beach
to the dusty outskirts of TiHis audiences
have
juana.
ranged from the 300 club members at the swim meet to those
few students whom stay home
on Friday night.
The essentials for this hobby
would include a camera
film ($2 a roll and $2 for development), a projector ($1201 and
probrably an editor $25).
Future film ideas for Banlin
Productions
are
"Founder’s
Day at Milpitas," an agricultural comedy, -The Life Cycle
of a Salinas Asparagus," and
possibly an experiment with
satire: "The Hells Angels at the
De Young Museum." Currently on the set is a documentary
film on the "Crisis of the Tsetse
Fly in Africa."
Whether it be on location at
the Woodside ranch or in his
improvised theater, Haberlin is
devoting his spare time to the
betterment of home movies.

JIM HABERLIN
Banlin Productions
and a lot of my ideas come from
television and the movies."
Some of his early western productions include such comedies
as "Blazing Six-Guns at Cactus
Flats," The Scourage of Zorro," and a promotional film for
the Boy Scouts entitled "Night
of the Weblos."

Recreation Dept.
Alumnae, Student
Win New Awards

RANLIN PRODUCTIONS
With the success of a western
parody
entitled
"The
Gunfighter," Haberlin and another
film enthusiast Andy Banachowski, a student at UCLA. formed
Banlin Productions in 1965.
Last summer, Banlin was contracted to film the Peninsula
Golf and Country Club Swim
Finals.
Commenting on this
production which cast Banlin
Productions into the public cinema, Mrs. Enid Robertson, a stalwart member of the club, stated,
"Banlin Productions documen-

The Recreation Department
faculty and Dr. Mary Wiley,
chairman, have announced the
first recipients of two newly established awards.
Marilyn Jenson, 1954 graduate
with a bachelor’s degree in recreation, received the Distinguished
Recreation
Alumni
Award.
The assistant professor of recreation at California State College at Long Beach is one of the
few women in recreation to
build an outstanding record in
such a short time.
Her most recent achievement
was the election as president of
the California Parks and Recreation
Society,
the second
woman president.
Winner of the Outstanding
Recreation Student Award is
Robert Pitcher, 22 year old recreation major from Oakland.
Pitcher has been active in
athletics, student government,
Blue Key National Honor Society
president,
Outstanding
Senior Male 1965-66, Dean’s
Honor List 1966 and many other
honors.
He plans to make college
union administration his recreation career specialty.

Delivery System
Electric Go Carts
What has :;/( wheels, Uses electric power, delivers mail, frogs,
serum, films, projectors, carpenters, plumbers, fire extinguishers at SJS?
The college’s fleet of nine electric carts, what else?
Lawry Jasper, supervisor of
central services, has three of the
nine carts in his department. His
three are the carts that deliver
mail on campus as well as such
perishables as frogs and serums
for the science department.
Jasper says that central services got the first of the carts on
campus nearly ten years ago.
Since then his department has
added two more and the fleet
has grown to nine. Plans for
further enlarging the fleet have
been temporarily suspended by
Governor Reagan’s budget freeze.
According to Supervisor Jasper the only real maintenance
cost for the vehicles i ; the infrequent replacement of the batteries that last for an average
of two years. A :-ct of six cost
about $100 to rel lace.
Thecarts cost about $1600
each. With special equipment the
price
’ -ger to $1,900.
The Carib
t run long on a
single charge, six to eigit hours
being about average. Charging
the batteries fully takes 12
hours.
The charging problem is the
major reason, along with weight,
that we all aren’s driving electric cars. They are cheaper and
simpler than gasoline types and
best of all they don’t contribute
to air pollution.

Black Masque
Initiates Members
Newly -selected members of
Black Masque, senior women’s
honor society, were formally initiated at the Black Masque
Alumnae Reunion Banquet May
20 in the Spartan Cafeteria.
New members include Barbara
Barr, president; Sharon Spangler, vice president; Carolyn Spinosi, secretary; Tina Newton,
treasurer; Sandy Houser, historian; and Maureen Blade, Cynthia Burkinshaw, Marty Getsla,
Carla Gneiting, Nancy Jones, and
Dolores Lippe.
Dr. Marie Fox, professor of
philosophy, was named 1988
sponsor, while Mrs. Helen Stevens, nursing, continues as regular sponsor.
Tentative plans for Black
Masque’s 40th reunion in 1970
also were discussed at the meeting.

Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod

374 South 3rd Street
Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
COLLEGE DISCUSSION GROUP
Two blocks horn campus

Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404
I. SAN PIRNANDO ST.
291-4761

12fh & Julian

B M. Q.

come an enjoyable and expensive

lots model dandard
Now portblos
Rentalipurches
Fre. delivery

691. & Keyes
1091. & Taylor

1

Jim Haberlin, junior advertising
major, home movies have be-

-.MN=

491. & Wit lI.
Money I /Myr

tary of the lengthy swim meet
was outstanding. It had enough
comic relief to keep the audience
attentive throughout."
playself-styled
Haterlin’s
house, located in San Mateo.
serves as both headquarters and
theater for Banlin Productions.
The set for most of these productions has been the Haberlin
Ranch in Woodside.
Diversification has highlighted
Haberlin’s more recent endeavoes. Productions on falconry,
motorcycling,
go-carting
and
skiing have been entered into
his film library.

Most of us at some time or
another have seen or participated in home movies. Hower, for

FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER

Puritan Oil Co.
1 mount $ Check

young man who had attended
SJS for two semesters and repranks.
fraternity
membered
He called the dean of admissions
at Southern Oregon College in
Ashland (17 miles away) and
arranged for Zeman to stay at
the Teti Kappa Epsilon house.
He also gave him $5, and said
he would pick him up in the
morning and take him to the
airport.
At the TKE house Jeff called
the new SJS Sigma Nu president
Gary Stepansky and arranged for
hint to buy a ticket in San Jose
and have it transferred to Medford. Then Jeff decided to take
it easy. Everything was alright
wasn’t it?
He made it back to the San
(Tuesday
Airport
Francisco
morning,) where he was greeted
by the same ground crew. They
reminded him that he had left
his formal on the plane and that
it was waiting for him at the
Then he spent
checkstand.
some of his remaining $2.60 to
call the house to get someone
After four
to pick him up.
hours they finally told him they
were in on the prank. So. Jeff
hopped on a bus to San Jose and
arrived in time to attend a business law class.

Senior Places First

15’

Street

Nl ante

LNGAGEMENTS
Cheryl Ashford, 1966 graduate
ot Arizona State University from
Phoenix, now teaching fourth
grade in the San Jose Unified
District announces her engagement to .1. Charles, Taylor, junior
microbiology major from San
Jose. An August 9 wedding is
planned.
Diane C. Tebbe, sophomore
penology major from Castro
Valley and member of Delta
Zeta, announces her engagement
to Edward D. Simpson. presently
employed by the Sanford Linear
Accelerator Center, from Monterey and member of Sigma Chi.
No wedding date has been set.
Diane Lee Mantin, senor social science major front Stockton, announces her engagement
to R. Kent Wateett, graduate
student in sociology from Palo
Alto.’ A June 17 wedding is
planned.
Monica Thompson, sophomore
English major from San Mateo,
announces her engagement to
Joe Devlin, graduate student
in English from Glendale. No
wedding date is set.
PINNINGS
Lannette Ford, junior home
economics major from Los Gatos
and member of Alpha Chi
Omega, to Tom Frazier, SJS
graduate from San Jose, now in
the U.S. Army.
Jan Van Vynekt, sophomore
social science major from San
Jose and member of Alpha Chi
Omega. to Rick Rasmussen, a
senior at Stanford and member
of Chi Psi,
Vicki Basso, junior psychology
major- from Hillsborough, to
Roger Allen, senior history major from Menlo Park and member of Tau Delta Phi,

"s1

A. Craig Settlege,

VicarOffice

294-7033 Home-298-3718
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Stay in the STATE this summer

Walters Conducts
Electricity
Limits Jazz Orchestra Friday
’Happening’

THE STATE HOUSE
508 S. I I th St.

STANLEY ANDERSON, seen here in the SJS
Drama Department production "Major Barbara,"
produced in 1965, will be spending next year

Le

Rep Theatre ’Stimulating’
By BARBARA RINE
Fine Arts Editor

1-
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"The opportunities in repertory theatre are fantastic today,"
believes Stanley Anderson. Jr.,
graduate drama -major who will
begin work in the Seattle Repertory Theatre September 12 for
one year.
"It is ideal experience for
someone who already has the
ground work. It means that more
than New York arid Hollywood
are available," Anderson added.
There are now 60 repertory
theaters in the U.S., 10 of which
are large, established -full time
companies. The ACT in San
Francisco and the Seattle company are examples at the latter.
Few plays of nit-jor impact
are produced in New York, according to Anderson. He feels

Is this
man a
double agent?

5.

t,

’s

.s
if

with the Seattle Repertory Theater. He will be
receiving his master’s degree in August and will
join the company Sept. 12.

R. Sheldon Onstead
No, but he knows a lot about
security. A former campus representative, he is a member of Provident Mutual’s Internship Program
for undergraduates. Since becoming a full-time representative, Mr.
Onstead has qualified for membership in the Provident Mutual Leaders Association and the company’s
lap 50 Club, which is comprised of
the 50 leading agents throughout
the United States. A million dollar
producer, this man’s knowledge and
experience can be helpful to you.
For information regarding either
your own life insurance program or
a career in sales management, call
Shel at 297-5707.
BEN REICHMUTH, C.L.U.
Manager
R. SHELDON ONSTEAD,
C.L.U.

PROVI LENT
MUTUAL
wows/met

675

N.

CO AAAAA Of 1.11,13,101P

lit

297-5707

money is the prime reason for
this, "In rep theater plays which
have never been done before are
produced, new, exciting experimental works."
Anderson, who will receive his
master’s in drama in August, has
been active in theatrics since his
sophomore year in high school.
For four summers he worked in
summer theatre stock in his
home town of Billings, Montana.
The experienced performer has
acted in 14 SJS drama productions, with major roles in many
of them. He also attended Eastern Montana State College and
San Jose City College, where
he appeared in many plays.
What does Anderson get from
- - -

Color Photography
Display Exhibit
In SJS Library
An international color photo
exhibit by magazine photographer Jack Fields of San Jose will
be on display in the central wing
of the college library through
June 23.
The exhibit features picture
shots by Fields for such national
magazines at Saturday Evening
Post, National Georgraphic and
Argosy.
Born in Wyoming and reared
in Manhattan. Kansas, Fields
was graduated in photography
with honors from the Art Center, Los Angeles, in 1953. He has
been a full time freelance magazine photographer since. His
first pictures appeared in Look
Magazine while he was still a
student.
Field’s work as a magazine
photographer has taken him to
many countries in Europe. South
America, Africa, the South Pacific and Asia. During the past
year he spent six months in the
South Pacific on assignment for
National Geographic and West
magazines. He recently returned
from National Geographic assignments in Japan.
A favorite photo of the photographer in the campus exhibit is
that of an island boy with a bycle wheel hoop, taken in Micronesia. Other photos include those
of exotic South Pacific scenes, oil
industry research pictures, a bull
elephant, quarter horse racing,
Yapese bike riders, Greek drama,
modern dance, Olympic swimmers. sail plane flying, ships,
and porn-pen
A recent photo shot in the
Trust Territories shows a rusted
airframe of a downed World
War II Japanese fighter plane on
the sands of a classic South Pacific beach.
The exhibit is sponsored on
campus by the Department of
Journalism and Advertising.

the theater? Why does he act?
The theater is an effective method to stimulate action. I am
concerned about the world today
and there are many plays which
say worth while things in an interesting fashion to an audience," he explained.
An audience can be more than
amused in a theatre. They can
be stimulated to act, whatever
the issue may be. A comedy produces laughter but it also enables people to see flaws in
themselves.
"Just interest in human
beings" is another reason for Anderson’s love of the stage. "A
side of human nature is exhibited on stage that the average
person doesn’t notice in everyday life," he stressed.
For him it is an exciting thing
to show that unnoticed side and
every other side to an audience.
"I enjoy discovering it in a character and having the audience
see it," Anderson revealed.
How does he prepare for an
acting role? "You study all angles-the play, first and last of
course. You surround yourself
with the character and his environment and learn how he
functions as a human being," Anderson related.
This committed artist’s favorite playwright is Arthur Miller. He will be directing Miller’s
"Incident at Vichy" for his thesis topic this summer. "Miller is
pertinent to the times. Ile says
’I have a statement to make. I
hope you will listen."

IS) [Nil I.LAS MEN AEI/
A variety of different sounds
flowed from SJS’s Morris Dailey
Auditorium Saturday night. It
was the last of this year’s jazz
concerts, entitled "Really the
Blues" Part III.
The packed
seats testified to jazz’s popularity with the students.
Sponsored by the music department. ASH and the SJS
Jazz Ensembles, the evening’s
program featured both students,
faculty, and off-campus talent.
"Psychedelic
lights,
were
played up as one of the main
"happenings", but due to an inadequate electric supply and
several blown fuses, the -People
of the Black Circus" act was
limited to about 15 minutes of
flashing lights, and weird patterns projected on the walls and
stage while the different small
jazz ensembles played
their
numbers.
Some were impressed with the
light show, but apparently the
majority weren’t. It appeared
first no relationship existed between what was being
done and said on stage and the
patterns and actions of the light
show.
Selected conversation by Vern
Grimsley, script writer for Al
Pierce’s radio show "Everchanging, Multilingual, Trinseendental, Two-Ton Mustard Seed, or
"Better Living Through the
Chemistry of Love," was received with wild, enthusiastic
applause. His poetic method of
speaking, the soft jazz background, and his ideas on C;od
made him all the more interesting.
Notable on their solo perDirmanees were the students Gary
Milliken, on saxophone; Bill
Resch, for his several performances on the trumpet; and Ralph
Humphrey on the drums.

Summer Rates

Deluxe Apartments

(11,....n W.dters Niusic Depart ment chairman, will direct
and conduct the Santa Clara
Philharmonic Orchestra at Bachser High School, 3000 Benton St.
Friday night at 8:30. The program is free and open to the
public.
Robert Sayre, cellist, will perform with the orchestra during
the concert. Sayre is a graduate
of Philadelphia’s Curtis Institute
of Music where he studied with
Pint igorsky.
’rhe cellist is currently solo
cellist of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.
Friday night’s program includes "Overture to the Comic
Operetta, Candide" by Bernstein;
"Concerto for Cello and Orchestra, op. 49" by Kabalevsky:
and "Symphony No. 4 in B flat
major, op. 60" by Beethoven.
tSr

2 Persons-$100.00
3 Persons-$ 112.50
4 Persons-$120.00

Furnished
2 Bedroom
2 Bath
See manager,

apartment

44’...’"^"Wro,’,14444+94.10.V.041.1"44.4024411"."/"MegA641010,

JET TO EUROPE
THIS SUMMER

EUROPE
’67
$399
From

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

JET ROUND TRIP
CHARTERED FLIGHT
ffer date collg

students, faculty and %sir

Les Angeles
707 Jet

From

via

fetettsPOU

June 17-Aug. 29

From San Francisco
to Madrid. London or Paris:

June 20 -Aug. 30

Group flight.

June 15 -Sept. 6

From San Francisco
to Madrid. London or Paris:
Group flight.

($476.50)

Air and land arrangements

Call or Write

Flowers,

Prof. David Maga

Corsages,

1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 8 p.m.

and

door gear.

Not state college sponsored or controlled.

Bouquets
Please send me information on charter flights to Europe.

for special

Name

occasions or (

Addreu

"just because."

Soloists Announced

10th & Santa

Clara

292-0462

State

Phone

The three winners of Friday’s
symphony orchestra soloist auditions are Elizabeth Miehe.
junior;"Karen Lansdowne,
soprano, senior and Betty Hillmon, cello, senior.
Miss Miehe will he the soloist
for the Nov. 14 and 15 concerts,
while Misses Lansdowne and
Hillmon will appear in the April
30 and May 1, 1968 concerts.

580 Meridian Rd.
Corner of Moorpark
Open Monday through Thursday
from 11 a.m, to midnight.
Fridays and Saturdays 1 I a.m. to 2 a.m.

Youth Supervisor, male, and Water Safety Instructor, male,
for summer employment and part-time during school. Call
for an appointment. Jim Kesey Y.M.C.A. Youth Director.

PIZZA PARLOR &
YE PUBLIC HOUSE

298-1717.
Salary depends upon qualifications

END OF SEMESTER PARTY

END OF SCHOOL YEAR

.,

VAUGHN
Less than y Price

2

Less than

SALE

1/
z2
Price

THURSDAY. JUNE 8th
From noon to 6

SUITS

Sportcoats

55.50 Now 27.63

39.50 Now 19.88

Featuring San Jose Sophie

79.50 Now 39.33

49.50 Now 24.63

(Dirty Mary) at the piano

89.50 Now 44.33

59.50 Now 29.33

100.00 Now 49.33

65.00 Now 32.33

p.m.

ADMISSION $1.50

SLACKS.

3151 Alum Rock

(Beer at nominal prices)

10.95 Now

5.33

19.95 Now

15.95 Now

7.88

22.95 Now 11.33

24.95 Now 12.33

27.50 Now 13.63

Good luck in finals and we

9.88

will see you at the party.
For ticket information

SHORT SLEEVE

AND DRESS

and reservation call:

SHIRTS

5.95 NOW ... 2.88
6.95 NOW ... 3.33
7.50 NOW ... 3.63

286-9666

Many other items at Less than 1/2 price
.\
SARK CREDIT
CARDS WELCOME

REED’S SPORT SHOP

258-5305

Zip

TWO SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

SPORT

TENTS
COOKING GEAR
SLEEPING BAGS
HUNTING EQUIPMENT
FISHING GEAR
BACK -PACKING EQUIPMENT
PACKS
FRAMES
FOODS

by:

SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First St., S.J.
297-8000

City

Sweaters...
needs. Choose your
equipment from our complete selection of out-

families)

hens Oakland to Brussels:
via 707 Jet ($437)

($476.50)

Bak mas
Flower Shop

immdlat

June 13 -Sept. 5

to London:

This includes pins and soft drinks

Let Reed’s fake care of
your camping and hiking

inc. tax

NU Gni/
AT BATHER GATE
UNIVERSITY MEN’S SlloRS

MIZZAPARLOR It

rauscisca,
. Lbs awn wane
Pao soo. um ON, sessteuro. water

Ye PUBLIC house

125 SOUTH FOURTH

Ce

IF

YOUR PIZZA IS PIRFICTION

. IT’S FROM SHAKEY’S

11-4PASTAN DAILY

Werinenday, Mny 31, 1sr

EVERYBODY HEADS FOR ROBERTS
DURING BONUS WEEK ...
HOW ABOUT YOU

’ketett Qi1E
330 South Tenth Street

OPEN

across from the men’s dorms

Fri. -Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m. until 9 p.m.

Bonus Week Thru June 8th
%,-

-

I
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Significant News Events of Past
Semester Excite Campus Community
By KEN BRYANT
and DIANE TELESCO
Whatever the stuff is that
makes news exciting, it was
certainly in abundance during
Spring semester 1967.
In many cases, off-campus
forces provided the stimulus for
campus reactions
and the
reactions were recorded in the
Spartan Daily.
Federal, state, local and especially student government
passed legislation, or didn’t; announced new programs, or hid
old ones; in general, caused a
great bit of confusion and consternat ion.
On campus, the student Judiciary set a major precedent by
tossing out an ASB presidential
election, and when the elections
were over, charges were hurled
at faculty members for "meddling" in the campaigns.
Some of the top events, chosen
for their impact on campus life,
are listed below:
FEB. 15
The Central Intelli-..
..genre Agency made front page
news when it became apparent
that it will feeding funds to the
National Student Association.
For the campus, this meant the
Associated Student Governments
to which SJS belongs gained added prestige.
Headlining the
FEB. 15
same day’s edition was a story
regarding the effects of Gov.
Reagan’s 10 per cent education
budget cut. Pres. Clark expresed fears of a "disaster situation" for SJS in terms of fewer
faculty members.
FEB. 17 Two hundred feet
of telegram protesting the initiation of tuition, the budget cut
and enrollment limitations was
sent to Gov. Reagan. Over 3,50Q
students and faculty from SJS
had contributed.
The possibility of
FEB. 24
an editorial advisory board
loomed blackly for the Spartan
Daily. The bill, which would
create a board to "govern" over
ASH-funded publications, was
under consideration of Student
Council.
This was the week
FEB. 29
of the College Union Program
Board’s Dilemma of the American Cities Program. Particular
attention focused on the departure of the Mexican -American
representatives, who claimed discrimination against their side
was evident.
MARCH 2 -- SJS students
breathed a little easier when it
was revealed that Gov. Reagan’s
tuition proposal had been a trial
balloon. The Governor stated
that budgets of other agencies
could be trimmed before the colleges were exposed to the cutting knife.
Student Council
MARCH 9
voted to seat senior reps Bob
Gottschalk and Gail Richardson
despite cries of executive "rail-

roading." Certain council members objected to the fact that
Bill Clark had not been selected.
MARCH 15 -- Council members lost Bill Wright, when he
resigned, and Glen Williams,
when it was revealed that he
was a freshman, sitting as sophomore rep on the ASS body.
MARCH 28 The
Editorial
Advisory Board, against which
the Daily had waged war in its

Ruled illegal by the Election
Board, the preferential list in
question contained anti-CNP material and the names of 16 candidates including Bruckman and
vice president Bill Clark.
Clark was cleared of violation
charges involving the same candidates list.
The sections of the code violated read, "Each candidate
shall advertise with no more
than six types of handouts, all
of which may display a registered political party’s name,
motto, insignia, or platform.
"Names or pictures of other
candidates may not appear," and
"A sample of each type of handout shall be signed by the candidate or party chairman and submitted to the Election Board
prior to distributing them and

Student Coun,.:1
APRIL IS
graduate representative Phil
Whitten resigned, in tears, after
the legislative body refused to
override ASB president Jerry
Spotter’s veto of a Whitten motion to condemn the House Committee of Un-American Activities.
Whitten’s measure was prompted by the House committee’s
report on Communist infiltration
into the nationwide Spring Mobilization to End the War in Vietnam, held in conjunction with
Vietnam Week, April 8-15. The
report named two members of
the campus as "initial sponsors"
of the protest movement.
APRIL 21 Campus voters
broke all records in electing John
Bruckman as ASB president and
Bill Clark ASB vice president.
The turn-out for the two-day
polling reached 5,712, the highest
in school history, and the election saw a decisive victory for
student conservative elements.
APRIL 24 No sooner had
election results been announced
in the races, when charges of
election code violations were
filed against the successful candidates.
President-elect John Bruckman
and vice president-elect Bill
Clark were accused of numerous
violations, along with top officials in Sparta Party. The list
included Gary Kleeman, Sparta
Party member: Bob Serrano,
party chairman; Bill Nicolosi,
assistant band director; and
Barry Brown, write-in candidate
for senior representative on council.
The charges were brought by
administrative assistant to the
ASB president Gene Lokey.
APRIL 26 -- The California
State Employees Association
(CSEA) asked recognition as
the sole bargaining agent for
cafeteria employees, claiming
that 90 per cent of the facilities

(Continued on Page 68)

(Continued on Page SB)

editorial pages, passed in Student Council.
APRIL 4
A sophomore was
found dead in his apartment, the
victim of suicide. His roommates
said he had been morose over
the death of his girlfriend.
APRIL 7 -- Vietnam Week
started with a light show, picnic, folk concert, film, olive tree
planting, speakers, and a march
to San Francisco.

ASB Politics Battered
By Conflict and Chaos
By DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
To many, it seems as if student
government is reaching the final
stages of the legendary dance
of the scorpion-just before it
stings itself to death.
This semester saw ASH politics
battered by conflict and chaos.
The ASB Judiciary and John
Bruckman provided the conflict.
Chaos followed almost immediately.
In a history making decision,
the Judiciary opened a political
Pandora’s box, when they invalidated April’s presidential
election.
The student court found president-elect Bruckman guilty on
two violatiorts, of the election
code, both involving the oncampus distribution of a preferential list.
He was convicted of knowing
about the distribution of an illegal list with his name on it,
and failure to report the violation to the Election Board.
The Judiciary decided the preferential list could have affected
the election’s outcome.
SHAKES FOUNDATION
The decision disqualifies Bruckman as president-elect and necessitates another election.
Never has an event shaken the
foundations of the College Union
to such a degree.
It seemed the very existence
of student government was in
question.
The main cause for the uproar
wasn’t Bruckman’s conviction,
but his punishment for the violations.
Never in the school’s history
had the Judiciary dealt with an
offender so severely.
Every year new officers go
before the court on charges simito those Bruckman faced. But
this marks the first time an
elected official suffered disqualification.
After the decision, ASB Chief
Justice Steve Thomas said, "As
a potential leader of the ASB,
John Bruckman, by his actions,
or lack of them, may have severely restricted his effectiveness

in dealing with similar situations
within his executive department.
"By his own admission, John
Bruckman failed to lodge any
protest with the Election Board
regarding the printing of this
ballot and the possibility of illegal distribution on campus."
PREFERENTIAL LIST

OTIS CHANDLER
... Commencement speaker

By JOHN WALLAK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Approximately 1,500 of this
year’s 3,400 graduates are expected to participate in Commencement on June 9 at 6:30
p.m. at Spartan Stadium.
This graduating class of 3,400
comprises all students who graduated last August or January
plus the 2,056 seniors graduating
with bachelor degrees and 419
with master’s degrees this June.
Los Angeles Times publisher
Otis Chandler will deliver the
commencement address entitled
"The Great Race: Survival."
The 39-year-old Chandler became publisher of the Times six
years ago when his father
stepped down as publisher to become director of the Times-Mirror Company.
Since that time the young
Chandler Is generally credited
with being the force that has
doubled the Times’ editorial budget, created six overseas bureaus,
established a joint news service
with the Washington Post, and

Male Grads Face
Problem of ’Draft’
is) JIM WILLS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
All right, baby, now we’ve got
it knocked! June 9 we get that
sheepskin and, ZAP! No more
books. No more profs and no
more pop quizzes on the morning after the night before. It’s
all over,
Champagne and what-haveyou will flow in abundancefor
awhile.
Slowly we will wake up. Our
heads will gradually clear. And
suddenly we
--the healthy male
graduates of 1967, realize something, if we haven’t already: In
about 20 days a magical thing
will happen. The II-S’s and 1 SC’s we have held during our
college career will expire and
we, unless we have an ulcer, ingrown toenails, flat feet (sic,
sic, sick!) or some other suitably serious ailment, will be
deemed eligible for the DRAFT.
Unless we are in a reserve
unit, have enlisted or have been
discharged, we will quite possibly lie awake at night staring

up at the ceiling, and wondering
where in the heck we’ll be next
year.
The past few months having
been filled with anti-war protests and pro-war counter pro-,
tests, we face the reality that,
in a few short months, we too
could be decked out in olive drab,
learning to shoot an M-16 rifle
that jams sometimes while taking order from drill instructors
that tend to be SOBs all the
time.
Thoughts like "peace in Vietnam . . . napalm burns children
. . . the push into the DMZ was
viewed by some political analysts
as the beginning of the end . . .
we must stop the communist
aggression in the south or all of
Asia will fall . . . SURE I’m
vin’ in and I’m gonna kick the
out of Charlie," begin
to materialize.
Friends are in the reserves,
or the gloating possessors of
I-Y’s, 4-F’s ulcers and flat feet.
You try to organize your
thoughts. What to do? Four
years in heaven or two years in
hell.
You don’t like the war in
Vietnam. But on the other hand
you don’t pretend to hold the
bag with all the answers. You
begin to wonder if anyone does.
You wonder if the Army would
REALLY put a Public Relations
grad with "typer’s bumps" (similar to surf bumps, found on the
first thumb joints) behind a rocket launcher. You get an uneasy
feeling.
Inside you echo cries of "Win
In Vietnam" answered by "Peace
in Vietnam." You desperately
begin to hope that the alternatives aren’t mutually exclusive.
You make a decision. You pour
a stiff shot of scotch. Relax.
Sleep.
Work comes hot and heavy in
the cannery.

expanded the paper’s news coverage significantly.
Until Chandler took over as
publisher the Times had a rather anemic editorial policy and
was not much of a force either
liberally or conservatively in
California.
In a memo to faculty encouraging them to attend commencement this year 1447 out of 1,200
full-time equivalent faculty attended last year) Pres. Clark
stated:
OPPOSED CUT
"Many in our community may
not know that the Times this
winter and spring has strongly
opposed the budget cut in a series of signed articles, news
stories, and editorials. One issue of the Times Sunday magazine WEST, featuied an article
by a former member of the State
College Board of Trustees, Dr.
Simon Ftamo, The Great Crisis
in California Education.’ We are
fortunate to have Mr. Chandler
as our speaker."
Chandler lives in Pasadena
with his wife and five children,
drives a Jaguar XK-E to work,
prefers sports to the Los Angeles
social whirl (he was captain of
the track team in college and put
the shot 57 feet 5 inches), and
graduated from Stanford in 1950
with a bachelor of arts in Histoiy.
ORGANIZE GRADUATES
Graduates participating in
commencement should assemble
on the track field to the north
of the stadium no later than 5:30
p.m. Professor of Men’s Physical
Education Wilbur Hubbard will
organize the graduates into
schools and direct the processional into the stadium at 6:30.
Unlike previous years, the faculty will assemble in two equal
groups on the east and west
sides of the stadium on the perimeter track and file in from
both sides to expedite the processional.
Professor of Men’s Physical
Education Hugh Mumby will organize the faculty processional
and will announce through department heads which schools
will assemble on each side of the
stadium. He said he hopes faculty will arrive between 6 and
6:15 p.m.
CAP AND GOWNS
Graduates can rent caps and
gowns Monday through Friday
the week of June 5th in Barracks 14 from 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
daily. The Barracks will stay
open until 8:30 pin. on Wednesday, June 7.
The rental fee and deposit is
$10 for robes signifying bachelor
degrees and $13.50 for masters
degrees. The robes will be turned
in immediately after commencement at a stand in the athletic
field to the north of the stadium
and the $5 deposit will be refunded at that time.
Graduates will keep their caps
and tassels at no charge.
All students who will not graduate until this coming August
are not eligible to attend this
commencement, but there will be
a senior reception given for theist
at the end of the summer.
Theoretically the staff in Barracks 14 will check all students
renting caps and gowns against
a master list of graduates supplied by the registrar.

Spolter’s Farewell
President’s Message

Dear Graduates:
It is an honor for me to write this messagein fact,

On behalf of the faculty, administration, and staff of
San Jose State College, I extend greetings to members of
the Graduation Class of 1967. I trust that for each of you
these past years of study and association with the distin-

it’s almost like writing a letter to one’s self, as I will also

guished men and women of our faculty and with your fellow
students hare been rewarding and enriching.
The traditional Commencement exercises which are
scheduled this year for June 9 mar; tvith pageantry and
ceremony the completion of a program of study. It is my

feeling of accomplishment.

be graduating this June. However. rather than extending
the traditional congratulations and assortment of accolades,

rd rather share with you a long sigh of relief and a genuine
I must, however, admit ambivalence as I am to depart
from a community that I have grown to love, and one that
I will surely miss. Yet, I am confident that San Jose State
College has provided me wih the tools necessary to make
my place in the world, and hopefully. to change much of
the misery and distorted values which currently exist.
I hope that your future will prove challenging, reward-

earnest hope that this date will not mark the end of your
concern for and interest in your own education or in the
continued development of San Jose State College. .4s grad.
states you will have new and varied opportunities to enhance the reputation of your alma mater by exemplifying
the worth of a San Jose State College education.
We wish you well.
Robert D. Clark
President

ing, and enjoyable throughout.
Sincerely.
Jerry G. Spolter, President
AFTER FOUR LONG YEARS of joys and hardships, trial and errors, and just plain hard work,
three of the more than 3,400 SJS students pre-

pare to leave SJS as collegians to assume positions of leadership and service in the "outside
world."

Associated Student Body, 1966-67
Class of 1967
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(Political Adverttseieesil

A Declaration of Conscience

I

Many American young men have announced that they will refuse to participate in the barbarism of the Vietnam war. Wee, too, believe our war in Vietnam is immoral, unjust, unconscionable.
The undersigned, like the majority of our countrymen, are not among those called on to offer their lives in Vietnam. No sacrifice demanded of us can equal the loss of a single life. Vietnamese or American. With all Americans, we share a responsibility for those of our
youth who have been ordered off to war.
We believe that every young man has the obligation to choose for himself whether he will train to kill and perhaps be killed in this
war, this decision of conscience cannot be made for him by any external authority, including the American government. We therefore urge young
men to consider whether they are willing to be executioners and victims. To all who determine that they will not participate in this war, we
pledge our full and active support. We also affirm that we will join with them in a shared effort to assure that their moral rejection of the
war results in effective political opposition to it.
San Jose State Faculty
Anthony R. Lovaglia
Milton Loventhal
Jack D. Marietta
David Markham
Harrison W. McCreath
Nancy S. Messner
Priscilla Michael
Alan Miller
Turley Mings
Thomas Mueller
G. A. Muench
Valerie Nash
Willis W. Nelson
David Newman
Norman Nordhouser
Gary Oberbillig
Charles B. Paul
W. T. Plant
Harry Powers
Gerald C. Preston
Jack Ray
Sam Richardson
Arthur H. Rogers
E. E. Rutherford
Winfield W. Salisbury
Ray M. Schumacher
Barbara Searle
Michael Fred Schmidt
Britt J. Schwietzer
Donald Shaeffer
Herman Shapiro
David W. Shaw
Fred Siemon
Judith Simenson
Fred R. Sprat+
Linda Squires
R. G. Tansey
LOU:E M. Terrell
Joan Todd
Sue Van Atte
David Van Becker
Charles Walker
Philip Wander
John J. Waters
Marvin Wax
Daryle M. Webb
Murray Whitaker
Farrar M. Wilson
Donald R. Wittig
William Zoller

A. R. DlAbbracci
Priscilla Albright
Anatole Anton
Bruce Atkins
Alan Barnett
E. J. Bernardini
M. Birnbach
Edward Black
Conrad Borovski
Geoffrey Bowman
John P. Brii-z
Jarrett E. Brock
Robin Brooks
J. H. Brun:ngs
Rollin Buckman
Rex Burbank
Mervyn Cadwallader
D. G. Cannon
Dennis Chaldecott
J. Phillip Childress
Kathleen Cohen
Peter R. Collins
Paul F. Dicker+
E. W. Dillion
J. M. Dolph
John R. Douglas
David Eakins
Irma E. Eichhorn
David H. Elliott
Leonard Feldman
Kenneth A. Fowler
Raleigh Frafes
Robert Freimark
John E. French
Stephen French
Lottie R. Fryer
John A. Galm
Robert C. Gordon
Merton Harris
Craig Harrison
Thornton H000er
Charles W. Fluegy
Eleanor Isaksen
Keith W. Johnsgard
Royce G Jones
Norman F. Keiser
Peter H. King
D. I. Kulstein
Kathr rine Larson
H. A. Lewis
Frederick R. Long

San Jose Campus Ministry
And Christian Ecumenical Council
navid Thornton
Richard Younge

Roy C. Hook
Mark Rutledge

St. Mary’s College, Faculty
Jack B. Arnold
Edward D. Beecher+
Hubert 0. Brown
Byron P. Bryant
A. H. Ctiiappe
Henry Cohen
Richard A Deering
Albert Dixon
Joseph Dongarra
J. A. Dragstedt
Benjamin A. Frankel
Brother Glenn Freitas
Selina Faulhaber

Stephan Goldstein
George L. Hersh
Joseph Lanigan
Thomas G. Meskaleris
Brother Gabriel Murphy
Father Peter J. Riga
Merrill Rodin
Samuel Schuman
Mary Doyle Springer
Norman Springer
J. F. Waddell
Richard P. Wiebe
Fred D. Whelan

Berkeley Campus Clergy
James H. Corson
Clayton F. Daugherty
David Dodson
Joann Nash Eakin
M. Edward Gibson

John S. Hadsell
Sigurd T. Lokken
Ralph L. Moellering
Carol Lynn Pritzke
David Smith

Berkeley Psychologists, Doctors,
Social Workers
Harvey Peskin
Bernard Apfelbaum
Ruth Plainfield
Kenwood Bartelme
Philburn Ratoosh
Irving D. Berg, M.D.
Harold Robinson, M.D.
Louis Breger
Rose Segure
Luther S. Distler
Jack L. Dolhinow, M .D. Albert M. Shapiro
Carlos P. Fernandez, M.D Robert F. Suczek
Irma White
Shirley L. Hecht
Daniel Wile
Ruth Johnson
Richard R. Lininger, M.D.James Yandell, M.D.
Florine Livson

Stanford Faculty
Kenneth J. Arrow
Robert P. Baker
Alan R. Beals
Harumi Befu
Paul Berg
David J. Berlinski
Barton J. Bernstein
John D. Black
William A. Bonner
Robert McAfee Brown
William Galin
W. Bliss Carnochan
Jerome Charyn
John M. Chowning
William A. Clebsch
Kenneth J. Cooper
Donald Davidson
Julian M. Davidson
Grace G. DeBell
Charles Drekmeier
Melvin A. Edelstein
Jerome A. Feldman
L. John Felstiner
Norman S. Fiering
Robert Finn
Newell F. Ford
Blair Fuller
David Glick
Gene Golub
Mitchell Goodman
David G. Halliburton
Philip Hanawalt
Richard Harvey
George H. Hogle
David S. Hogness
John C. Hotchkiss
Alan Howard
James Jucker
Samuel Karlin
Hadley Kirkman
Jacques Kornberg
George Leppert

David Levin
Julius Margolis
John McCarthy
Hardin M. McConnell
Stuart D. McLean
Hubert Marshall
Daniel M. Mendelowitz
Diane Middlebrook
Lincoln Moses
Robert F. Mozley
Jay Neugeboren
H. Pierre Noyes
Lyman A. Page
David D. Perkins
Ralph Phillips
Robert M. Polhemus
George Polya
Jerome Raphel
Ronald A. Rebholz
Julien A. Ripley, Jr.
R. Richard Roe
Yosal Rogat
Bernard Roth
John E. Rue
Lucio Ruotolo
Nevitt Sanford
Helen Schrader
Stanley L. Sclove
Richard P. Scowcroft
Paul S. Seaver
Sarah Semans
Donald C. Spencer
George F. Solomon
Arthur A. Spar
George R. Stark
Charles M. Stein
Paul Switzer
Henry Taube
Sidney Verba
Gordon F. Williams
Willard G. Wyman
Irvin D. Yalom

University of California,
Berkeley Faculty
Christopher Alexander
J. Oswaldo Asturias
Thomas R. Arp
Jonas A. Barish
George W. Barlow
Horace B. Barlow
Edward N. Barnhart
John Barry
James L. Battersby
Norman W. Bell
Gerald D. Berreman
Frederick A. F. Berry
David Blackwell
Robert Blauner
Jack Block
William J. Bouwsma
Julian Boyd
James E. Breslin
Richard Bridgman
Jackson Burgess
Wallace L. Chafe
John A. Clausen
Giles M. Corcos
Philip A. Cowan
Frederick A. Cowan
Frederick C. Crews
Carl Dawson
Stephen P. Diliberto
Zsdora Ding
Jan E. Dizard
Vincent Duckles
Joseph J. Duggan
Garrett Eckbo
Susan Ervin -Tripp
Stanley G. Eskin
Irving Fat+
Jacob Feldman
George B. Field
Joseph Fischer
Caleb Foote
Thomas K. Goldstick
Myron J. Gordon
Robert W. Greene
Lawrence Grossman
Benjamin Rigler Halpern
Joseph G. Hancock
James A. Harder
Robert A. Harris
Daniel Hear-ti
Paul Heist
Robert F. Heizer
Anthony Herbold
Morris W. Hirsch
Elina Hoist
Leonard V. Interrante
Norman Jacobson
Andrew 0. Jaszi
Marjorie Johntz
Samuel W. Kaplan
Karl Kasten
Eli Katz
Terrence Kaufman
Paul Kay
J. L. Kelley
Jack F. Kirsch
Martin A. Klein
Sheldon J. Korchin
Joseph E. Kramer
Sidney Kramer
David Krech
Edmund V. Laitone
Judson T. Landis
Jonas Langer

Lawrence W. Levine
Richard Lichtman
Norman Livson
M. Loeve
J. Loewenberg
Jack London
Michael Mann
Sheldon Margen
David Maize
Eugene McCreary
Jonathan Middlebrook
Anne Middleton
Henry Miller
Keith Miller
Masao Miyoski
Fredric J. Mosher
Forrest Mozer
Charles Muscatine
Paul Mussen
Michael N. Nagler
J. B. Neilands
Lucretia Nelson
Brendan P. 0 Hehir
Morton D. Paley
Thomas Parkinson
A. V. Phillips
Irvine Piliavin
Dorothy R. Pitelka
Frank A. Pitelka
Jack M. Potter
Norman Rabkin
Donald Reay
Benbow F. Ritchie
Walden Roberts
Michael Rogin
David Rynin
Rainer K. Sachs
Patricia St. Lawrence
Steve Salaff
Edward E. Sampson
Donald Sarason
Alexander T. Saxton
Henry Scheffe
I. Schemer
Franz Schurmann
Charles Schwartz
P. D. Scott
Michael Scriven
A. Seidenberg
Peter Selz
Michael C. Senturia
Jerome H. Skolnick
Dan I. Slobin
Stephen Smale
Henry Nash Smith
Robert Solovay
Robert H. Somers
Pete Steffens
George W. Stocking, Jr.
Fred S. Stripp
Richard Strohman
Herbert Sussman
P. Emery Thomas
John L. Traugott
James Vlamis
Lawrence J. Waldron
Clyde D. Willson
Leon Wofsy
Seth Wolitz
C. E. Yarwood
Benjamin Zablocki
Reginald Zelnik
Michael Zimmerman

San Francisco State,
Faculty and Associates
W. H. Alkire
John Allison
Bud Andersen
Ralph Anspach
Arthur Berger
Robert Burton
Elaine Connell
W. J. Coppock
Dennis G. Day
Maria De Carli
John DelTorto
Denna S. Ellingston
Maurice F. Englander
William Evraiff
Brenda Fischer
Mervin B. Freedman
Diane Gleeson
Patrick Gleeson
Hoosag K. Gregory
Paul K. Hartley
Russell Kahl
Morton J. Keston
Theodore C. Kroeber
Jack Kurzweil
Diane K. Lewis

Hilda Lewis
Mark Linenthal
Susan S. Margolis
Adam David Miller
John Milton
Marjorie Milton
Edwin Nierenberg
Lewis Petrinovich
Robert Pilgrim
George L. Price
Harold G. Reynolds
Stanley T. Rice, Jr.
Cyril Roseman
Robert Newby Schweitzer
Hyman Silver
Eric Solomon
William F. Stanton
Michael Taylor
Stanley Tick
Justine Van Gundy
Frank G. Verges
Gene Weinstein
Herbert H. Williams
Eugene Zwillinger

UCLA, Faculty and Associates
A. Robert Brodsky
Charles H. Chastain
Jay W. Friedman
Fred Gottlieb, M.D.
Allan L. Jacobson
Vincent Jeffries
Donald Kalish
Janet E. King
Leon Letwin
Barbara Linden

Millard C. Madsen
Michael Marcus
Herbert Morris
Jeremy M. Palmer
Beatrice Rasof
Ethel Robb
C. Wade Savage
John P. Seward
E. G. Straus
Joseph M. Weinstein

Stanford Center for Advanced Study
in the Behavorial Sciences, Fellows
Albert Cook
John Gurley
Jules Henry

Herbert C. Kelman
Maurice Meisner
David M. Schneider

University of California,
S. F. Medical Center,
Faculty and Associates
Timothy Crocker, M.D.
Isidore S. Edelman, M.D.
Victor Garlin
Ernest Newbrun

Peter L. Petrakis
Oscar Rambo, M.D.
R. S. Speck, M.D.
H. Tarver

University of Oregon, Faculty
David F. Aberle
Robert E. Agger
Steven E. Deutsch
Daniel Goldrich
Jamie G. Hunter

LeRoy Johnson, Jr.
Joseph G. Jorgensen
Malcolm McFee
Kenneth Polk
&eorge Streisinger

BACKGROUND TO DECLARATION
1 nisersit% of Wisconsin. published in The Daily Cardinal, February anti
April. 196, :
"Wl the ondersigned men of draft age wish to announce that we reins&
to be drafted into the United States Armed Forces.
Its iihholding our participation we are saying "NO" to the continuing
barbarism of the ii lion
11 openly
am Wr.
a W e are responsible for our actions.e
say "Nt r to conseripied military serv ice.
refusal to participate in the madness of the Vietnam War in no
Way 11111111es a renunciation of our 1,11111iry. Our aet tif refusal is in fart an
act of loyalty because it aims at redeeming rather than smothering 1111111in]
potentiality here in the United Shill, :111,1 :tromul the world.
11./. are !aking this stand boil, to assert our personal integrity and selfrespect. mil
try to stem the kind of assemptions and policies exemplified
hy the Vietnam War. We liege all young men of &AI age whii can conscienliously do so, to assume responsibility for their livCS and to join us in
this stand."

Harvard, published in The Harvard Crimson. April, 1967:
"We, the
our government
history and the
participation in

undersigned, as American men of draft age, may be asked by
to participate in the war in 1 ietnam. We have examined the
nature of this war, and have reached the conclusion that our
it would be contrary to the dictates of our consciences.

We therefore declare our determination to refuse military serves. while
the United States is fighting in Vietnam. Our intention in signing this statement is to unite with other drafteige MPH who share our cony let buns. in order
to turn our personal moral rejection of this war into effective political opposition to it.’
Princeton, published in The Daily Prinevionian. April, 1967:
"We undersigned students at Princeton University oppose the war in
Vietnam. We believe the government of the United Slates has callously
ignored the increasing opposition to this war, just as it has continually connived to escalate the war while lying to us about its nature anti extent.

Stanford and University of California, statement signed by medical studied,. 11;1%. 1967:

We will have no part of it. Under no circumstances will we fight in
Vietnam Ile surrender our opposition to this war.

"In the 11i11111 of freedom. thu I ;died States is waging an unjustifiable
ietiiiim and is causing incalcidahle suffering. It i the goal of the
al prides dim to prevent and relies, human siihering. My effort to pursue
goal is meaningless ill the context of the war. Therefore. I refuse to serve
in the ..1rined Forces in Vietnam. So that I may exercise my profession with
conscience and dignity. I intend to seek means to serve my country and hit.
21141illiV N,161.11 are compatible with the preservation and enrichment of

In order to resist and oppose the war effort a draft resistance union
is being formed to disseminate information and aid those resisting the draft."
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News Events of Past Semester ’Excite’ Campus
(Continued fruits
were members of

Page I/I)
the the or-

gain za t ion.

CSEA’s bid was countered by
another request from the State
Employees Union I USE!, which

Quality service
Expert

repairs

Convenient location

Free theater pass to our customers

inadvertMAY 2 Students
ently involved in a Sacramento
labor dispute when answering an
advertisement for social workers
which appeared in the Spartan
Daily.
The notice, telling of on-campus interviewing, testing and immediate hiring of qualified students made no mention that Sae-

free pass to
Fox Bayshore Drive-in Theater. Offer expires May 31,

We will give every Paragon VW patron a
1967.

ramento

County was then tht.
tat-get for a strike by the welfare workers’ union.

May 5 - - For the first time in
the college’s history, ASH Judiciary tossed out a presidential elev.
t ion.
The Judiciary found presidentelect John Bruckman guilty on
two counts of election code violations, disqualified him and
called for a new election.
After hearing the verdict
Bruckman promised to take his
appeal to the highest campus
the college presiauthority
dent -- and to civil courts, if
necessary.
The Judiciary vindicated At-

Open Monday through Saturday
295-8425

By JUDIE DECKER
San Jose Golds? Golds Daily?
But for 10 measly votes, the official name for San Jose State College would have been Golds.
Instead, of course, the name
Spartans won out. A student body
election was held on Jan. 14, 1925,
to decide the name. That was back
in the days when SJS was only
San Jose Teachers College.

Other names considered were
Badgers, Hawks, and Mustangs.
The Jan. 14, 1965 issue of "State
Teachers College Times" muses
that, "After Wednesday (Jan. 141
we will not be dubbed ’Teachers’
in the -local sport write-ups, or by
other colleges."
The next issue, Jan. 23, 1925,
proclaims, "Hail to the Spartans!"
It noted that few voters chose the
-

Summer is
Motorcycle Season
Too Busy To Cook? Our Specialty
"Burgers to Go"
Call 295.9487 and pick-up your order ready

the season off right. Visit our modern cycle
center, one of San Jose’s newest and largest. Choose
from:
Start

to eat.

1/4-lb. Jumbo Burger
with mayonnaise, lettuce, onions and tomatoes

.500
280

Foot Long Hot Dog

280

Creamy Milk Shakes

30q

388 E. Santa Clara Street

Ducati
Hodaka

Mofo-Guzxi
Norton

Triumph
Vespa

Trade-ins accepted

Deluxe Burger

BURGER HOUSE

torney General-elect Scott Lefavor of violating the election
code, and in a recent decision
also cleared Bill Clark, elected
vice president, of similar charges.
MAY IS Spring promotions
left many faculty members with
a sour taste in their mouths, and
led to the request from the Academic Council for a complete review of the system.
Academic Council asked for a
more liberal approach in considering promotion criteria. The
recommendations were based on
a three-page report which cited
the "rigorous interpretation" of
the Staff Reference Book as the
major cause of complaint.
So ended Spring semester 1967.

NEWMAN
CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
Mass Friday at 11:30 a.m.
Daily Mass 4 p.m.
Sunday Mass 5 p.m.

295-1771

79 S. Fifth St.

’Spartans’ Chosen as School Name in 1925

Paragon Volkswagen Service
646 Ausereis Arc
at Royal
San Jos

had successfully organized workers in other state colleges.
Feelers from both groups were
received coolly by the Spartan
Shops board of governors, which
controls policy of the cafeteria.
The decision concerning bargaining procedures may come this
summer.

Low down payment
Bank financing

other three names and went on to
explain the origin of the name
Spartan. It states that, "Spartans
was the name given to the inhabitants of that city state of Sparta.
Sparta was a power among the
states of Greece, due to her warlike nature, and the innovation of
a strict system of physical training by the rules of the state."
The story goes on to exhort the

COIN-OPERATED

ASH & WAX,

?

"YOU CONTROL"

5 MINUTES
FOR 25t

I

new Spartans, "It might be well
for those who go out for athletics
in our school to emulate these
ancients and adhere to the same
strict rules of training by which
the Spartans became so powerful.
It has been proven in the past that
this is possible so there is no reason the same plan cannot work
now.,,
The article concludes, "Hail, all
ye Spartans! And be Spartans."

24 HOURS..? DAYS. ..355 N. SAN PEDRO

DOWNTOWN
Repairs
27 E. William 293-2042

Clarks1’....4aio

(between Ist and 2nd)
"The house of experience 22 years in the business"

Specializing in

BROOKS’ CYCLERY
SALES

SERVICE

PARTS

1615 Almaden Road

I,
297-7390

TOP QUALITY SERVICE
at prices
STUDENTS CAN AFFORD
Open

Saturdays

4

- Ct
Ci)

JU LIAN
ac
fer 1"7.."

SELL YOUR BOOKS
RIGHT NOW
AND GET

50% PLUS A BONUS

Today Through June 9
cpaptan Sookitope
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"
Tisa.Niteswe.4

A

SS Campus Life at a Glance

"Tender loving care" ... finals weren’t THAT bad!!!

Contemplating couple . . . Seventh Street Forum provided an intellectual break for study weary students.

Tommie Smith ... fastest Spartan ever.

Lee Evans ... a great Spartan sprinter.

be

klt

Contrary to popultir belief, studying can be fun, especially when the subject happens to be ...

Keep in step ... Uncle Sam wants you!

hown

The college community provides debaters a place to hash out world issues.

The Pied Piper of SJS. "What’s in the bag, Goose???’

Relax, Weary Scholars, It’s Summer Again!
Photos by Ken Jolly-,

Sun kissed honeys don’t be late ...

A cigarette ... a mug of beer ... and thou.

Helen of Troy? Catching those daily ’’rays’ is an all important part of the SJS coeds’ itinerary.

The pause that refreshesreal good "image", men.

"It took me all semester but I FINALLY caught him."

"The basket’s +hi:away, Spartan!!!!"
7’

...a,.*1174

"Books are good enough in their own way, but they are a mighty bloodless substitute for life."Robert Louis Stevenson.
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ASB Politics Battered by Conflict and Chaos

SAVE
On

Up to 40% Off
Quality Name Guitars

years ASH president John Hendricks to present Bruckman’s
appeal.
After a month of "unofficial
involvement" on the campus political scene I fendricks came to
Bruckinatc.: aid when the disqualified president-elect made an
v-a-waaa--

(Continued trout Page tilt
that time, acknowledge
r,.,ponsibilit) for them’
Tile Brockman case was loadE.ed with administrative preceF. 1 dents and political shadows.
,
Old ASP feuds were reopened,
al- with the anpearance of last

-.hail at

E

BUY OR RENT TO OWN
at

iNoyep 11fimic
We have the
largest selection
of guitars and drums
in town.
are
also available for
your convenience.

Guitar lessons

Two Locations to Serve You
84 E. San Fernando

9ejiyanur gardetuf Rataurant

298-5404
5161

Stevens Crk. Rd.

I.
and dinners are semeil daily featuring
I.
stikiaki. seafood. teriyaki chicken arid teriaki
pliere.
steaks in a delightful at

248-9858
lllll minus iiiiiiiiiiiii

Phone 294-1330

850 Meridian A%e.

He said the council was dissolved when the installation date
was set for new officers, and
this included his position as
treasurer.
To top the whole garbled political situation, Spoiler resigned
his past two weeks before finals.
Former vice president Vic Lee
took over the past, but no one
knows for how long.

unsuccessful challenge of his conviction.
It was a political ghost fresh
from the closet, with Bruckman
the only member of last year’s
Hendricks "machine" still active
In ASB.
College administrators added to
the controversy with their appearance in the ease. College
President Robert D. Clark’s deAsion
grant Brockman a further appeal brought charges 01
"administration involvement’’ in
student affairs.
It was it first for the president’s office.
An entire procedure had to be
devised from scratch to handle
the matter. Clark appointed an
Ad Hoc Appeals Agency, euttlposed of five faculty members, to
hear the appeal.
This year’s president, Jerry
Spotter, stayed out of the fight,
but Student Council didn’t escape the controversy.
In the middle of his fight to
stay in office, Bruckman, still
acting as ASB treasurer, questioned the legality of this semester’s council.

The election issue involved a
lot more than Brockman as an
individual.
A whole political philosophy
was on trial, and he was its representative.
With the defeat of SPUR party
last year, student government
was opened to more "independent domination."
But this year’s election saw
a revival of the party system
when the Community for New
tCNPi,
a left-wing
Polities
group, and Sparta Party became
active.
Sparta Party found itself led
by ex-SPUR people. Although
Bruckman was not officially tied
to the party, both he and Sparta

By TERRY FEINT
Any American teacher with the
proper qualifications can live ;it
government expense and teach ci
Europe with ample time to traN.,
in foreign countries. In an inter-

HI
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iii
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, i

view at the home of 1960 graduate
lof San Jose State Mrs. Terry L.
Feist, formerly Carol Young, she
,old her many and varied experionce% of living and teaching in
Germany.
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Funums for Hof brau-St yle /’(Ho/
Complete Dinners
Roast

from

Eastern

Aog---,

1.70

Beef

Virginia Baked Ham

1.70

Kosher Style Corned Beef

1.70

Roast Tom Turkey

1.70

Chicago Style Pastrami

1.70

Roast Turkey Leg

1.55

WEDDING CONSULTANT-experienced and
friendly.
RECEPTION DECORATING & CATERING

San

Globe Printing
Company

295-2626

Carlos at Market Streets

INVITATIONS & ANNOUNCEMENTS-by
Art Point Studios. Three day service.

Located in the Sainte Claire Hotel

N the best kf evoirything for

WEDDING & SHOWER SUPPLIES-unusual
and distinctive Favors, brides books.
******************
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Official Printers for the Spartan Daily

FREE
*
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Brockman appeared with the
Sparta candidates on the illegal
list, which resulted in his disqualification.
Although 13 of 16 SP candidates won, many believe that
I3ruckman’s conviction sounded
the death knell for the old political parties.
No matter what questions re.
one doubts the case
will drastically alter the future
course of student government.
The Judiciary’s decision to
"get tough" with those charged
with election code violations
can’t help but set a pattern for
future ASB campaigning.

main, no

On a wider scale. the Brockman controversy brought the
problems of student government
into sharp iocus, which may
result in new guide-lines for
Student Council decision making.
But probably most important,
the issue made the student body
at large more aware of what is
going on in the shadowy world
of ASB politics.

’60 Grad Sees Europe

Congralulalions

1445 South First Street

candidates came out against the
CNP.

Qualifications for teaching in tutu
American dependent school abroad,
she explained, include a B.A. in
education, single status, and two
years of teaching experience. Applicants, she recalls, must fill out
reams of forms," obtain a security
clearance, be fingerprinted, and get
a passport. Carol said that after
being interviewed by an overseas
school administrator, she was notified by telegram of her acceptance
about a 00111 Ii later.
Transportation was provided by
the U.S. government to the small
town of Schweinfurt in Upper Bavaria where she spent two years
teaching in the dependent school.
She was entitled to a GS seven
rating with officer status, and enjoyed a private room in the officers’ quarters. She also enjoyed
Of leers’ Club membership, post exchange and commissary privileges,
medical care, and low priced quartermaster gasoline.
"The atmosphere for teaching
dependents cif Army personnel is
more relaxed and (here is less
pressure put on the teacher as
compared with teaching in the
States," she remarked.
During her two years, she traveled to 32 different countries by
priv ite automobile, boat.
bus,
train, and plane. Some of her memorable experiences include riding
a camel among the Egyptian pyramids and sphinx, an elephant ride
in Colombo, Ceylon, viewing the
embalmed body of Lenin in Red
Square, bargaining with the Hindus, seeing the famed Taj Mahal,
and going into East Berlin.
Presently teaching in the Cupertino School District, the blond ,
teacher and her husband plan to
return to Europe in the near

future.
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By DENNIS ANSTINE
Spartan Daily Sports writer
Judo, golf, track relay teams,
and of course, that old standby,
Tommie Smith, propelled SJS
sports into the national spotlight
this past spring.
With athletes from the judo and
gymnastic teams hoping to compete in the Pan American Games
this summer, and NCAA meets set
for golf, tennis, and track, Spartan athletes will continue to compete through the summer months.
Smith’s shattering of two world
records in the Spartan Invitational
440-yard race was the most exciting event held on SJS soil this
year, or any year. Built up as the
race of the century between Tommie and teammate Lee Evans,
Smith disappointed no one as he
set world marks of 44.8 in the
440 and 44.5 in the 400 meters.
The same meet saw SJS vaulter
Chris Papanicolaou soar 17-1 to
establish new Greek and SJS records. Chris has improved greatly
since his arrival from Greece in
December, and because of his consistency there appears to be no
limit to his capabilities.

the village of thatched Tahitian bungalows
along a white coral beach where the warm
blue waters of the Pacific lap gently on white
sands. Enjoy two weeks in
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"WESTERN OUTFITTER FOR MEN AND WOMEN"

WORKINGMAN’S STORE
218 W. Santa Clara St.
Downtown San Jose
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San Jose
Phone 297-0920
72 S. First St.
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FAST WALKER
Spartan student Tom Dooley,
running for the Athens Athletic
Club, broke two American records
as he won the 3,000 meter walk
gold medal at the Spartan Invitational. He was timed at. 4:19.1 at
1,000 meters and 9:03.2 at 2,000
for his two marks.
Tommie now has his name on
10 world records, seven individual
and three relays. At Louisville in
February, the 6-2 senior ran a
46.2 indoor 440 for a world mark,
and the following week anchored
the mile relay to a 3:14.9 world
standard.
Fresno’s Ratcliffe Stadium was
the site for the 880 relay mark
set by Ken Shackelford, Bob Talmadge, Evans, and Smith in 1:22.1.
The same foursome cracked the
American mile relay record that
night with a 3:03.5 clocking.
Evans may have taken a back
seat to .Smith. when it came to
’ records, but the sophomore transfer from San Jose City College has
been the workhorse for coach Bud
Winter all spring.
He posted bests of 45.3 in the
440 and 20.8 in the 220. The AAU
champ ran two events and two
relays in almost every meet the
Spartans were in.
With the NCAA finals going at
Provo, Utah, June 15-17 and the
Pacific AAU championship at Sacramento running the previous
week, Smith, Evans, Papanicolaou
and the relay squads have just
begun to be heard from.
SIXTH TITLE
The Spartan judokas dominated
the sport for the sixth consecutive
year, winning the NCAA crown
for the sixth straight time. Coach
Yosh Uchida’s &lb won four of
the slx individual classes in the
meet held in Spartan Gym.
Yuji Moriya, winner of the 176
pound crown, was also the meet
Grand Champion. Susumu ’<Mani,
Bill Gouin, Masa Nakao were
the other Spartan champs. Keith
Pickard and Gary Martin were
rurunersup in their weight divisions.
The club also went undefeated
c uring the regular season and had

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051
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several members of the National
AAU team from San Jose.
The entire team consists of either sophomores or juniors, so the
future is just as rosy as the past.
Gouin, competing in the 154 pound
division, was voted as the team’s
Most Outstanding Judoka.
Ross Randall led the golfers to
a 12-0 dual mark plus the WCAC
a nd Wes tern Intercollegiate
crowns. Both matches were held
at Pasatiempo, and Randall carded
a 74 to win the conference individual title.
Coach Jerry Vroom’s linksters
will seek to improve their 1966
second place finish when they compete in the NCAA tourney at the
University of Pennsylvania June
21-24.

The soccer team’s spring w
also a success as they trounced the
Alums 9-3 and Stanford 7-4 the
following weekend. Forward Fred
Nourzad scored four goals against
the Alumni and three against the
Indians.

over 5’7""

Coach Lee Walton’s water poloist s proved that they will be rugged this fall as they swamped the
Alumni 20-4. All-Americans Steve
Hoberg, Jack Likins, Greg Hind. ’
and goalie Bob Likins led the varsity over the outclassed oldtimers. ’

clothes of individuality
for tali and
longer waisted girls
42 e. san antonio
293-7616

NOW ... SAVE $40
NOW ROYAL ULTRONIC, THE FULLY
ELECTRIC PORTABLE TYPEWRITER

with Automatic Repeat a. Period. Underscore, Hyphen, Space

12-19- SEASON
Coach Ed Sobezak’s baseballers
struggled to a 12-19 season, but the
outlook is improved for next year
with the entire pitching staff returning.
Shortstop John Bcssa earned the
Most Valuable Player Award on
the strength of his team leading
.349 batting average. Catcher Ray
Valconesi was the Most Improved
Spartan based on his defensive
skills and .300 hitting percentage.
Hurler George Tauffer led the
club with a 1.50 earned run average for 36 innings, while Pete
Hoskins was the iron man for the
Spartans,, pitching 61 innings for
a 4-4 won-loss mark and a 3.09
ERA.
The tennis squad finished second
in the WCAC, led by individual
champ Gordy Miller. Greg Shephard and Miller won the conference doubles title. The pair will
lead the racketeers in the National
Intercollegiates at Carbondale, Ill.,
June 12-16.
RECORD HOLDER
Gymnast Tony Coppola led the
Spartan strongmen to a 6-6 season
record. The 5-2 junior qualified
for the NCAA finals and still has
an outside chance for the Pan
American team. He set a new total
score record for SJS with a 52.30
mark in the six event all-around
tabulations.
Spring football ended on a happy
note for the varsity, as All-Amci lcandidate Danny Holman
ean
passed his mates to an 18-16 victory over the Alumni. Russ Munson came through with a clutch
24-yard field goal as the game I
ended to capture the win for coach
Harry Anderson’s gridders.

Never has
so much ability
been built in a
portable typewriter

Plus Royal’s 5 year guarantee!
95
The Ultronie is truly a Spare-Age typewriter
...All the features and comenitnces found on
most office electrics...Plus Magic Margin.
Magic Meter Scale, Roll ’N’ Ready Paper
Feed, Finger Formed Keys, Full ll.’" Paper
Capacity, and Optional Carrying Case!!! It’s
Crisp. Clean Decorator Designed appearance
will add Prestige to YOUR Study, Den or
Pad...

Royal ’t-,’i,

Reg. Price
S199.95

New and used Manual and Electric typewriters at Top Value Prices!! Come in and
Try before you Buy.
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Validated Parking
124 East San Fernando St.
PHONE 293-5288 and 293-4588
35 Years Experience in S. J.

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES
crh.. only

15

1,11111 III !saiLta ILlara Conntyt

SPARTAN
DINNER
SPECIAL
Served every night

STEAK RIGATONI
GARLIC BREAD

$1.92

MANNY’S
CELLAR

Mon.-Thurs.:
5-9 p.m.
Fri. -Sat.:
5-10 p.m.

175 W. St. John
286-5990
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Congratulations on a job well done! As Exclusive

1

Jewelers for State’s fraternities and sororities during

Our Varsity Nylon Jacket

’

the past 18 years, we hope we have done our part to

rolls into golf or travel bag!

make your stay at San Jose State worth remembering.
Good luck in the future, and keep us in mind for all
your jewelery needs.

COME IN FOR A DELICIOUS
DINNER OR SNACK
Titive&

Whether you’re hungry for a full course dinner or
just a snack, we gist’ you great food and prompt
service.

Mailer

OPEN TUESDAY THROUGH SUNDAY

Aweteri

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

, --

Univ

of jacket for a little price! Zesty zipper-front,
unlined, with storm collar. A great hit at the beach,
club, or just lazying around. Designed by Silton.
A lot

7 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY
Ttli

smitet

Plir Illo,k I tow tn.iimpii4

Valley Fair Centeropen Monday-Friday until 9:30 p.m.
Saturday until 5:30 p.m.
San Antonio CenterMountain Viewopen Monday -Friday
until 9 p.m.Saturday until 5:30 pin.

1111.11WAIMPAII IMAM

Wednesday, May 31. 191
FURNISHED I P. 2.bedicr.m. apartments.
Near Lampus. Summer rates. Call 2876116. 438 S. 9th St.
NEEDED: FEMALE ROOMMATE for
fall. Gr.2d or upper division. Cher 21.
Roomy ape/Imam. After 4.30, 294 /111.
$32.50 - LARGE ROOM. Linens fur.
lished.
Male student or employed
younman. 484 S. 13th. Call 293.2111.
PERSONNEL SEARCH AGENCY .0 flow THREE ROOMMATES needed for sumseveral national compa- mer. Pool. $30 per month. Cell John,
for
111C114.1i g
nies for the following NO FEE positions.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
to $750
to $750 2U91:IA7P49P It7 0. VED LUXURY iLickRTMENTS
BSIEs
$600 for girls only. Furnished with 2 & 3
DRAFTSMEN
$650 bedrooms. Off-street parking. Special
to
ACCOUNTANTS
$500 summer rates $30/person. 550 S. 11th
STAFF ASSISTANTS
PURCHASING TRAINEES
$600 St. Call 269-4409,
S560 MODERN APARTMENTS for rent, $85.
UNDERWRITER TRAINEES
$525 Kitchen, drapes, carpeting, extra storCLAIMS ADJUSTER TRAINEES
PHARMACEUTICAL SALES to 8700+ age. 5 minutes from SJS. 293.5995.
TECHNICAL SALES
WANTED: GARAGE SPACE for sumMany other fee and no fee jobs.
mer to work on my car. Will rent. Call
286.59,72 after 4 p.m.
PERSONNEL SEARCH AGENCY
Suite 310 4-BEDROOM EICHLER for rent. $275.
III W. St. John
286-8181 For July or August. Utilities paid. FurSan Jose
nished. Cool yard. Willow Glen. Soft
TEAR OUT
water. Beautiful. 264.9969.
BRING TO INTERVIEW
SURWrifff
ortts,!,,irnent now available in WANTED: COUPLE to manage 18 -unit
1
Jepartment of Spencer In. apartment. Starting June 1st. Free rent.
to,. Work on electric Reada Near campus. Call 322-6669.
nu- I - c.,cally ond in resort areas.
SERIOUS, responsible upper
-.re necessary as we will HOME FOR
NO Y.
or grad men. $150 summer, $160
train no - ed students. Call May 31. division
13th. Call 353.2084 after
fall.
400
S.
June /.
d ask for Student Place. 6 p.m, or weekends.
or write Sunni
Box
Slaughter.
383, Redwood Estates.
""
rt. :JD - 832-1878
FURNISHED STUDIO-two blocks from
HAYWARD - 582.2414
State. Very quiet. Garage included.
SACRAMENTO - 442-1198
Available June IS. Phone 252-4247.
GUARANTI ho PAY SITS WEEKLY
3-ROOM APARTMENT. Furnished, 460
S. 6th. Summer rates, $75 per month.
HOUSING 15)
Fall, $94. Cool, clean, quiet.
NEWLY -FURNISHED APARTMENTS - 1.ROOM APARTMENT. 3 students at
Now renting for summer & fall. 2 and 3 $36 each. Lease now for September
bedrooms, new carpets & furniture extra - ’,January 15. Cool, clean, quiet. 460
large kitchen, living rooms, & bedrooms. S. 6th.
pool, sundeck. fireplaces, party room wrtn DEPARTING FACULTY MEMBER has
color TV. $25-37.50 a month per person. historic Los Gatos home for sale. 7
215 S. 12th, 297-4673: 470 S. 11th rooms. Large lanai. Darkroom. 62’e140’
295-2242.
magnificent lot, below Novitiate winery.
$135 LEASES a 2 bedroom fully fur- $25,500. Dr. Wasserman, Ext. 2210: 354nished home at 440 Elizabeth St. near 7205 evenings.
10th and Santa Clara. Walking distance ROOMMATE WANTED for next semesto SJS. Zulpo Realty day or night, 259- ter to share apartment with J other
4230.
guys. Close to campus. 286.5267.
NEED MALE ROOMMATE to share nice GIRLS UNAPPROVED Boarding house.
I -bedroom apartment near campus. Call Pnvate apartments plus dining area. 10
Lou. 292.9604 evenings.
meals served per week. Also apartTEACHER WANTS house or apartment ments, summer rates. 292-7278.
for 2 with pool for summer session. Will
SUMMER STUDENTS
sublet. After 5 call 354-7249.
ROOM 8, BOARD $70 PER MONTH
LARGE 2-BEDROOM APARTMENTS for Large, comfortable house close to cam2. $35 per month. For three. $30. Sum- pus. Females only. 565 S. 5th. Call
mer rates. Fall reservations also. 2, 3 797.9742,
8 4 people. 635 S. 11th or call 298.0102. COOL OLD HOUSE for rent for sumSUMMER RENTAL. 3 -bedroom, 2-bath mer. For three people. 98 S. 11th. Call
home. Must see to appreciate. Nice 295-5068.
quiet. 285 S. 12th. 297-4497.
NEAR THE LIBRARY, one bedroom
FURNISHED I -BEDROOM apartment. apartments. $80.895 Summer Rates. 48
Clean, quiet. $79 per month. Call 286.- S. 4th St. *13 or #18. 286-4289:
292-7852.
4351.
2-U PPER DIVISION ROOMMATES 1 AND 2 BEDROOM furnished apartwanted summer & fall to share apart- ments. Quiet. new. Garage. Washer and
ment with four others. Dishwasher, big dryer. 546 S. 5th. 294-3810.
rooms. $30 summer. $45 fall. 287.0392. I AND 2 BEDROOM furnished apart487 S. 6th *3.
Clean, quiet, all utilities paid. Couple
NEED ONE MALE roommate to share or 3 to 4 students. Parking. 454 S. 7th.
apartment in San Francisco this sum- 295-7590.
mer. Call 294.4871 afternoons.
NEED 4 GIRL ROOMMATES for summer. Own room. $40 a piece/month.
Call 292.7862.
To place an ad:
WANTED:
3 GIRLS to share 3 -bedroom
Call at
furnished apartment 1 block from camClassified Adv. Office - J206
pus next semester. 287-0579 after 6.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
FREE! MIXED GERMAN SHEPHERD
a- d Labrador Retriever pups. 7 NSW,.
CM I 948-4837.
*I LOS ANGELES/AMSTERDAM round
trip JET June 25-September 5. Several
AUTOMOTIVE 121
c/o
Francais*
Alliance
toots available.
SIERRA TRAVEL, 9875 Santa Monica
360 HONDA SCRAMBLER-$450. ComOrd, Beverly Hills. (213) 274 0729.
elit,on bred. excellent for any kind of
AVIATION TRAINING
riding. Ask for Kip, 351 S. I 116 #8,
Academic Excellence
or
:all 286-1683.
Summer Programs
Id VOLVO. Radio. Good tires. British
Oakland International 562.3482
Ra_cii,g _Green.
$375 or offer. 287-0665.
SIERRA ACADEMY
_
_
OF AERONAUTICS. INC.
GERMAN CAMPER, VW ’62. $1.295.
CHARTER FLIGHT - $135 New York - I -owner. Excellent care. Sleeps 5. Extras,
tern, June 19. Write Suzette Hnke. economical. Call 356.4266.
cempisi 550 University of Santa Clara 17 PLYMOUTH 4-door standard shift
err call 296.9618 and leave rurnber.
6 cylinder. Good tires. Must sell. $100
?. Call 297.1408.
(Political ad *A731 I )
66 HONDA 160ce. F.collent COndit;On.
SATISFIED WITH AMERICAN
U0 Mies. Must sell before June 8.
POLITICS?
900 or offer. Call 297-8693. 6-8 p.m.
if not. join with me in organizing
eltepter of the Young Peoples’ Socin;
150 CC HONDA ’64. Excellent condiLeague, the youth affiliate of the t:
$265 or best offer. 377-8719. After
c:talist Party, U. S. A. From the or.
..nn. call 742.7129.
of Eugene V. Debt. the S. P. a- 1966 FORD 2 door. 2 new tires. Radio,
T.P.S.L. have been the yoke of de,ter. standard trarsmission. $250 Call
cratic socialism in America. I need t
293.9215.
dents who will be in the San Jose u
’57
RAMBLER. Excellent condition. New
by Area during the summer. to nor.res. $200. Must sell. Judy 293.9938.
Plans for organizing next semester a,
to work in Socialist politics. For furtt- 1 .ening.
information, Ca!! F., 264-1609, betw.., ’63 VW. Good condition. $850 or offer.
all 248-8204 or 736-1869.
Es It p.n,.
ANNOUNCEMENTS II/

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

MUSTANG, ’65. RED. 6 ryl.nder. Stand.
era r(1,15,1. ", radio and heater. New
t.(es. Beautiful condition. $1495. Call
264.3 I 74,
44 VW. SUNROOF. radio, heater new
tires SI 075 or offer. Call 248-8204 or
736 1869.
16 HONDA 50. Stepthru. Excellent
condition. Smooth -running. $175. Ask
for Marion, 65 S. 9th, #I.
LAMBRETTA 125, 2 seater. Good cond.tcri. $65. 295-6062.
FOR SALE 131
HAMMOND SPINET ORGAN model
M-3. Like new. Call 2934326.
ELEGANT FORMAL wedding gown.
Was $75. now $35. Call 293.5558 after
p.m.
OUR LOSS your gain! New beautiful
wedding ring set. Cost $725, sacrifice
$425. Almost 1 carat. 252-2440.
’STEREO EQUIPMENT: Garrard Turntable, Eico Amplifier, 2 speakers. Best
offer. 286.5578.
_
-18"
DRUMS, ST. GEORGE,
cymbol, orange fleck. Good condition
$225. Call 294-3027.
DESK: LARGE old office desk, $25.
Book shelves, 2"x12", beautifully fin.
isFed redwood, 10 ft. keg, $20. Dishes.
See at 641 S. 11th. #I2.
SURFBOARD. 9’ 10" and racks. No
dings, like new. Sacrifice. Call Chris
after 4 p.m. 286-9081.
HELP WANTED 141
DIRECT ACTION
NEEDS YOUI
Do you war.t a career?
We handle career positions only. Professional. ethical service. Partial listings,
many more positimonAs,LE(Fee and no fee):

I/
,(1,
;

/,"77
c
SUSPECT THE PIZ0PE65012 RAE HIS CLAEEROOM FAVORITE5 ---EOMETIME5 HE "TAKE ’511.1PEN1’ GOODBYE5’ PRETTY
HARD AT GRADUATION TIM.’/

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PRO to $600
ELGECRTARMONIC TRAINEE
to
$550
education
or
experience
Some
INDUSTRIAL SALES TRAINEE to $700
JR. MECHANICAL ENGINEER to $700
to $700
JR. DRAFTSMAN
FEMALE
LEGAL SECRETARY TRAINEE to $500
IL 5450
COPY TYPIST on busline
1PACHERS AID
to $416
Enj,.y working ..th students,
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
to $600
TRAINEE
to $500
ACCOUNTING TRAINEE
DIRECT ACTION AGENCY
1680 The Alameda 295-2406
manager -Harold Stephenson.
Class of ’58
MOVING TO SANTA CLARA June 18.
Need RELIABLE babysitter. Full time
summer or permanent. Own transportation. Write Mr. Day 325 Bernal, Livermore or call 443-1902. References.
WANTED: SINGLE COUNSELORS, 2135. for fine Kings Canyon private girls’
camp for: Archery. Riflery (male o.k.),
Yearbook -photography, English ’Riding.
Also need Bookkeeper & Kitchen Help.
ers. 967.8612.

NEAR CAMPUS. Clean. quiet 2 -bedroom apartments with 2 baths, carpets,
disposal, big closets & electric kitchens.
Summer Rates. 706 S. 9th. 295-0763,
294-9170. 243-1926.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
beautifully iurnished apartment with 2
others for summer. 2 pools. Royal Lanai.
$47 month. 251-8878.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share large I -bedroom apartment with
pool for summer. Reasonable. 292.6702.
GIRL- R-001.46AATES WANTED for
summer. The State House, 508 S. 11th.
292-7195.
MEN - LARGE, COOL OHIET single
and double rooms with 2 kitchens, living
room and parking-$25-30 per month
to, summer. See Rick at 532 S. 9th or
call 264 3994 after 6 p.m.

TYPING. Pea Electric. Wcrk guaranteed.
Call 243-6313 between 9 cm. and II pm.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST - Theses, term
papers. etc. Zo Johanneck. 2584335.
RENT A TV OR STEREO from EsLheli.
Free delivery, free service, no uontreet
Cal! 251.2598.
BABYSI1TINS. Hour, day, or week.
Large fenred yard: play equipment.
Mrs. Carlson. 264.9054.
TYPING. Experienced & NO. Legal
stenographer. Will do theses, term
prIers, etc. 264-8592.
WANT A STROBE at your party? Psychedelic products. sales and rental:.
Hal Finley. 295.8570.
ASTOR’S COIN-OP
AUTO WASH AND WAX
732 S. 1st between Virginia & Margaret.
Also Lincoln Ave. & Sunol-Vacs 10e
25e for 5 minutes-It’s easy-l’ y it!
LOST AND FOUND (6)
SUMMER iiiitiRING - 62 an hour.
English. Certificated teacher & grad stuLOST: BUSHY TAILED, yellow and white dent. Call 2981617 after 4.30.
male cal. Vicinity of campus. Lost week.
Call 286.6303,
TRANSPORTATION 19)
PERSONALS 171
RIDER NEEDED FOR NEW YORK.
CUSTOM MADE conternprorary wedding Share expenses. Leaving on or about
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and June 6. Contact Alan at 295-6216.
FREE RIDE TO MISSOURI for 2 lucky
silver. George Larimore, 354-1273,
females. Must be attractive, personable.
Leaving June 8. Call Dan 294-9354 or
SERVICES 181
Gani 287-1842.
TYPING. Thesis, term papers, rm., .
Nal) 7:30 RIDE to 6 weeks summer
perienced & fast Phone 269-8674.
session from Cambrian area. Will share
21 & MARRIED. Liability, property dote. expenses. 377-3851 after 5 P...
age & uninsured motorist coverage on RIDER WANTED TO NEW YORK:
auto inserance. $21 for 3 months. Dave Leaving about June 10. Phone Phil,
Towle, 244-9600.
297-5527.

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, set, rent of
innounce anything,
just Ell out and clip
this handy order
blank.

’ inimum
Three lines One time 111166 times Flee times
One time

3
4
5
6

Send to: Spartan Dilly
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San Jose State
College, San lose
Calif. 95114.

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

Add this
amount for
each add!
natal line

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

-

AO

.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
He refunds possible an canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
D For sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
12 Lost and Found (6)
O Personals (7)
O Services (8)
El Transportation (9)
Name

lines
lines
lines
Ones

(Pim. P-int)

Foe

days

fty

Pitons

Address

Enclosed Is $-_stan ad on

(Date)

Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

stores near,
lbook
aChas
III
California colleges. So if you have
a current edition that won’t be used
at State next semester, chances are
the book is still being used on
another campus served by Cal.
california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando

457 e. san carlos

